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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you wilt be able to

IN DESCRIBE the basis of a marketing
communications plan.

2. DESCRIBE the operational elements of a
marketing communications plan.

3. DESCRIBE the advantages and
disadvantages of the various advertising
media.

4. DISCUSS the four basic methods for
preparing an advertising budget.

5. EXPLAIN practical methods for stretching
a small business owners advertising
budget.

6. DESCRIBE effective pricing techniques
for both introducing new products or
services and for existing ones.

7 EXPLAIN the pricing methods and
strategies for retailers, manufacturers, and
service firms.

There are two things that never
live up to their advertising: An

and circuses.
—Anonymous

There is hardly anything In the

world that someone cannot
make a little worse and sell a
little cheaper, and the people
who consider price alone are

this man's prey.

—John Rukir

8. DESCRIBE the imp'act of credit on
pricing.
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Every business needs to construct, maintain, and continually evolve an integrated marketing
communications system. Such a system is comprised of advertising, publicity or public
relations, and personal selling with all parts focusing on the firm's, targeted customers and
delivering a consistent and reinforcing message that extols the benefits of the firm's product
or services. Entrepreneurs who fail to communicate with their customers run a serious risk
of declining sales. Their silence may be perceived by customers as a lack of interest on the
part of the business.

In Chapter 6, the process of determining who the firm's customers or clients are was dis-
cussed in detail. The more precise and accurate this process is, the more highlyocused and less
expensive it becomes to communicate the messages of the business.

Developing an effective program to integrate marketing communications has become more
of a challenge for business owners in recent years Because of media overflow, overwhelming
ad clutter, increasingly fragmented audiences, more advertising optiofl5,and more skeptical
consumers, companies have had to become more innovative and crearve'{fi their prenotionai
campaigns. Rather than merely turning up the volume on their campaigns,gi panics are learn-
ing to change their frequencies by trying new approaches in different t.onns of communication.

THE BASICS OF  MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
I. Describe the baxis.

of a marketing
Every small business needs a plan to assure that the money invested in its marketing communi-
cations is not wasted. A well-developed plan does not guarantee success, but it does increase
the likelihood of achieving positive results.

Sent-- entrepreneurs believe that because of limited budgets they cannot afford the luxurs of
marketing communications. This n'i t rid-set views the process as an expense hey undertake oniy
V11,__ their budgets permit—a ierover expense, something to spend money on if anything
remains after paying the other bills. These owners discover, often after it's too late, that com-
municating with customers is not Just an expense it is an investment in a company's future.
Advertising and promotion can be effective means of increasing sales by informing customers
of the business and its goods or services, by improving the image of the firm and its products,
or by persuading customers to purchase the firm's goods or services. A megabudgel is not a pre-
requisite for building an effective communications campaign. With a little creativity and inge-
nuity, a small company can make its voice heard above the clamor of its larger competitors—
and stay within a lititited budget!

lhr example. Scott Fiore, owner of The Herbal Remedy, a natural pharmacy in Littleton,
Colorado, keeps his company's name in front of customers b y using traditional advertising
media, writing articles on herbal remedies for local magazines, and generating lots of public/c'
Fiore, who spends about $I,40 a month on traditional advertising media, regularly buys radio
ads that run during a popular talk show on health because he knows that the show reaches many
of his target customers. On several occasions, the shows host has called Fiore to ask questions
about a particular herb, giving The Herbal Remedy a promotional boost that normal advertising
just cannot buy. Fiore also sponsors a series offree in-slorC seminars on a variety of health top-
ics, and some have drawn standing-room-onl y crowds. One of the most effective forms of pro-
motion for Fiore is word-of-mouth advertising from satisfied customers. Their posiris'c experi-
ences with The herbal Remedy lead them to reco pn,-nend the store to their friends, which has
helped Fiore's customer base to grow rapidly. Fiore's promotional efforts are not only fun for
both him and his cusiorrwrs. but they also create interest in his store's herbal products and keep
his business thriving in (lie face of larger competitors --and for very little money)

The first step is to define the purpose of the company's marketing communications program
by creating "...specific, realistic, and measurable objectives. In other words, the owner must
decide. "What do I want to accomplish with my nessegcs?" Some ads are designed to stimu-
late responses by encouraging customers to purchase a particular product in the immediate
future. The object here is to trigger a purchase decision. Other ads seek to build the firm's
image among its customers and the general public. These ads try to create goodwill by keeping
the firm's name in the public's memory so that customers will recall the firm's name when they
decide to purchase a product or service. Still other ads strive to draw new customers, build
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mailing lists, increase foot traffic in a store, or introduce a company or a product into a new ter-
ritory. Good publicity promotes the firm or its products in a positive way. All personal selling is
consistent with the market image created.

The next step in developing a communications plan is to analyze the firm and its target
audience. A business owner who does not know who his target market is cannot effectively
reach it! A marketing Communications plan does not have to reach tens of thousands of
people to be successfiul, but it must efficiently reach the people who are most likely to buy
a company's product or services. An entrepreneur should address the following questions
to focus a company's communications efforts.

• What business am I in?

• What image do I want to project?

• Who are my target customers and what are their characteristics?

• Through which media can they best be reached?

• What do my customers really purchase from me?

• What benefits can customers derive from my goods or services?

• How can I prove those benefits to my target nustomers?

• What sets my company, products, or services apart from the competition?
is How do I want to position my company iii the market?

• What advertising approach do my competitors take?

Answering these questions will help entrepreneurs define their businesses and profile their
customers, which will help focus the marketing message on a specific target market and get
more for their advertising dollars. Defining these iucs at the Outset UlIdUMN entrepreneurs to
select the media that will reach their target audiences with the least amount of waste. For
instance, the owner of a small photography studio specializing in portraits might know from
experience that the target customers are "parents, ages 25 to 45, with children under 14" and
that mothers are the ones who control the buying decision.

Once business owners have defined their target audience, they can design marketing mes-
sages and choose the media for transmitting them. At this stage, the owners decide what to say
and how to say it. Creativity and originality count!

Unique Selling Proposition
Entrepreneurs should build their ads around a unique selling proposition (USP), a key cus-
tomer benefit of a product or service that sets it apart from its competition. To be effective, a
USP must actually be unique—something the competition does not (or cannot) provide, as well
as compelling enough to encourage customers to buy. One technique is to replace your com-
pany's name and logo with those of your top competitor. Does the ad still make sense? If so, the
ad is not based on your company's unique selling proposition!

A successful USP answers the critical question every customer asks: "What's in it for me?"
Can your product or service save customers time or money, make their lives easier or more con-
venient, improve their self-esteem, or make them feel better? If so, you have the foundation for
building a USP. The USP becomes the heart of your advertising message. Unfortunately. many
business owners never define their companies' liSP, and the result is an uninspiring "me-too"
message that cries out "buy from us" without offering Customers any compelling reason to do so.

The best way to identify a meaningful USP is to describe the primary benefit your product or
service offers customers and then to list other secondary benefits it provides. You are unlikely to
have more than three top benefits. Be sure to look beyond just the physical characteristics of your
product or service. Sometimes the most powerful liSPs are the intangible or psychological bene-
fits a product or srvic offers customers—for example, tafety, security, acceptaoce, sidius, and
others. You must be careful, however, to avoid stressing minuscule differences that are irrelevant
to customers. Before developing an integrated marketing communications program, it is also
important to develop a brief list of the facts that support your company's USP—for example, 24-
hour service, a fully trained staff, awards won, and so on. By focusing the message on these top
benefits and the facts supporting them, business owners can Communicate their I JSP 5 to their tar-
get audiences in meaningful, attention-getting ways. Building a firm's marketing message around

unique selling proposition
(USP>—o key customer benefit
of a product or service that sets it
apart from its competition; it
answers the customer's question:
"Whot't in it for me?"
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a US  spells out for customers the specific benefit they get if they buy that product or service and
why they should do business with your company rather than with the competition.

Table 8.1 describes a six-sentence advertising strategy designed to create powerful ads that
focus on a USP,

THE OPERATIONAL ELEMENTS .OFA MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The marketing communication plan is made operational by ensuring that all elements of the
plan (advertising , publicity, and personal selling) achieve a consistent message that is based on
the firms unique selling proposition. Each element supports the others and is designed to con-
tinually reinforce a company's fundamental marketing message.

2. Describe the
operational elements of
a
communications plan.

Advertising

advertising—any sales 	 Advertising is any sales presentation that is nonpersonal in nature and is paid for by an identi-
presentotion that is rsonersonoi	 fled sponsor. The benefit accruing to a business from effective advertising is recognition that
in nature and is pale for by an	 lasts for a long period of time. Effective advertising continually reinforces the positive percep-
identified sponsor 	 tions customers have of the business. Successful entrepreneurs consciously strive to Integrate

advertising, publicity, and personal selling in ways that achieve the desired image in the mind
of the customer and a clear message that is focused oil 	 firm's unique selling proposition.

Effective advertising, in any form or format, is constructed on a strong, positive, and well-
researched product/brand positioning statement that represents a precise understanding of
whom your target audience is, how your product or services are capable of satisfying thesr
needs and wants, and what message customers will respond most positively to.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the characteristics of a successful ad.
A company's target audience and the nature of its message determine the advertising media

it will use. However, the process does not end with creating and broadcasting an ad. The final
step involves evaluating the ad campaign's effectiveness. Did it accomplish the Objectives it
was designed to accomplish? Immediate-response ads can be evaluated in a number of ways.
For instance, an owner can include coupons that customers redeem to get price reductions on
products and services. Dated coupons identify customer responses over certain time periods.
Some firms use hidden offers—statements hidden somewhere in an ad that offer customers spe-
cial deals if they mention an ad or bring in a coupon from an ad. For example, Scott Fiore of
The Herbal Remedy puts a "bring this ad in for 10 percent off" message in his print ads so he
can track each ad's success rate and adjust his expenditures accordingly.

Business owners can also gauge an ad's effectiveness by measuring the volume of store traf-
fic generated. Effective advertising should increase store traffic, which boosts sales of advertised

Does your advertising deliver the message you want to the audience you are targeting' If not, try stating your
strategy in six sentences-

Primary purpose. What is the primary purpose of this ad' "The purpose of Rainbow -rout s ads is to get people
to ct!t or write for a tree video brochure."

Primary benefit What US? can you offer customers! "We will stress the unique and exciting places nlir
Customers Can Visit"

Secondary benefits. What other key benefits support your LISP? 'We will also stress the convenience and value
of our tours and the skill and experience of our tour guides.'

Target audience. At whom are we aiming the ad' "We will aim our ads at adventurous male and female singles
and couples, 21 to 34. who can afford our tours."

Audience reaction. What response do you want from your target audience' "We expect our audience to call or
write to request our video brochure."

Company personality. What image do we want to convey in our ads? "Our ads will reflect our innovation,
excitement conscientiousness, and our-warm. caring attitude toward our customers:'

TABLE 11.1

A Six-Sentence Advertising
Strategy

Sou,te. Adapted frOm jty Conrid
LeVIn%on.Tke S:x.Sense,ice $:rttcgy[
Commv,caOon 3r,efins. December
1094, p
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FIGURE 8.1 "'Five

Fundamentals of a Successful

Advertisement

Sooner. Adapted leone Jerry Fisher. "Fine
PrinC' Entrepren.ur. November 1994,

pp. 145-147.

and nonadvertised Items. Of course if no advertisement promotes a particular bargain item, the

owner Carl  its u'ffcctiveness by comparing sales of the items to preadvei'tising sales levels.

Remember: The ultimate test of an ad is whether or not it increases sales!

Ad tests can help determine the most effective methods of reaching potential customers. An
owner can design two different ads (or use two different media or broadcast t:nies) that are

coded for identification and see which one produces more responses. For exam p le, a business
owner can use a split run of two different ads in a local newspaper. That is, he can place one ad

in part of the paper's press run and another ad in the remainder of the run. Then he can measure
the response level to each ad to compare its ef

f
ectiveness. Figure 9.1 illustrates the characteris-

tics of a successful ad, and Table S.2 describes seven tests every advertisement should pass.

lest I. The seen test. Scan the ad cuickly, reading only the headline and any copy that is designed to stand out
and looking at the photon or drawings that it Indadea. Can you tell what the ad is offering and, more
importantly, doe, the benefit jump out at you'

Test 2. The comprehension test. Give the ad to tonleone who fits the profile of your target audience but who is
unfamiliar with the product or service you are advertising. After reading the ad once, can that person tell you
what the product or service is. what benefits it provides. what the offer Is. and how to order?

Test 3. The diffm'rnti000n tent. Does the combination of ad coçvf and graphics differentiate your product or
servits from those of your compectiosa If a prospective customer read your ad and one of your chief
competitor's ads, would she be able to tell how your product is dlff,rent and better?

Test 4 The puffery test Go through your copy and highlight every word or phrase that can be considered
"sales puffery" such as "best:' "greatest" "finest:' and others. Can you eliminate these words and replace them
with specific facts? If not, can you support the ad's claims with customer testimonials?

Teat S. The believability test Give your adtoa Potential customer and ask her to read through it Ask her to
highlight any claims in the ad that she flrsd, hard to believe. Can you change them to make them more
believable or offer facts to support them?

Ttst 6. The insenseudiote clarity test After the potential cuStomer conducts the believability test, ask her to circle
any word,, phrases. or abbreviations that are not clear to her Rewrite those parts of your ad.

Test 1 The LISP test,, Is the ad built around your company's IJSPI Does the liSP come through in the message
the ad sends to potential customers?

Can Your Advertisement Pass

These Seven Tests?

Source: Adapted from Galer, SrsIson, "Put
Your Adverrisinglhrough These Quick

Tents." Smart Business Suerrite.
"Wv ''fll''c, "ccv' 'cbs '(0,5W! . 5 trioS,
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sI-Oh.i...n..D1'	 Greg chirf is the founder of Schirf Brewing Company in Park City, Utah. You might ask
yourself anyone would open a brewei'v in the state of Utah where 70 percent of the
population are members of the C'Iiurc/i of Latter Day Saints (Mormons), which, forbids
the consumption of alcohol. Greg Sc/,i,j - advertising creates great Controversy in the
conservative state of Utah, and the reaction of authorities to his ads generates a world
of free publicity. Consider his irreverent ads, including "The Other Local Religion,
Wasatch Beer" and 'Polygamy Porter. Why Just Have One. Greg Schirf c ads have been
successful in drawing attention to his products, but its important to recognize that this
style has great risk if the target marker is offended b y the message.2

Publicity

Publicity or public relations is an intentional process of gaining positive recognition about a
business or its products or services by writing interesting and newsworthy articles about what

p.biicity—pubncey. any	 the business is doing or plans to do. Publicity is any commercial news covered by the media
commercial news covered by the	 that is positive in nature, with the distinct possibility that it will increase recognition of the
media that boosts soles but 	

firm or its products. Publicity, unlike advertising, is free. In addition to being free, publicityfor which a small company	
has great power to influence an interested reader because it is viewed as more ob jective thandoes not pay.
au.vcri.suig.

WI., 4:enms,-- After the launch of Pumpkin Masters, a company that makes pumpkin-carving kits complete
with carving tools, elaborate templates, and instructions, John Bardeen was disappointed by
the compan y 's lackluster sales. Then, with the help of a loyal customer, the power of publicity
changed Pumpkin Masters'fortune. With Bardeen's permission, the customer contacted ABC
television and convinced the network to display Pumpkins carved with th likenesse., of th
announcers on Monday Night Football. ABC showed the pumpkin carvings throughout the
broadcast and opened the show with a scary pumpkin called "Skull "that Bardeen himself had
carved. The national exposure jumps:arted Pumpkin Masters'sales immediately, and the corn-
pony now sells more than 2 million pumpkin-carving kits each year3

The following tactics can help any small business owner stimulate publicity for her firm:

Wore an article that will interest your customers or potential customers. Business owners often
overlook the fact that newspapers and magazines are almost always in search of interesting and
newsworthy material that fits their readership s . One investment advisor writes a inomhJy col-
umn for the local newspaper on timely topics such as retirement planning, minimizing your tax
bill, and Investing strategies for the new century Not only do the articles help build her credibil-
ity as an expert, but they also have attracted new customers to her business. When writing arti-
cles, remember to keep them short, with 200 to 300 words for a new product release. 500 to
1.000 words on how your products or services solved a unique problem or helped a cus-
tomer, and at the most a 3,000-word feature article if addressing a very relevant issue on
which you or your firm is considered an authority or expert. Whenever possible, support
your article with photos, charts, or diagrams that further illustrate your message and
improve reader understanding.

Sponsor an of/beat event designed to atyrcict attention. Karen Neuburger, owner of Karen
Neuburger's Sleepwear, throws pajama parties in stores across the country to promote her line
of sleepwear. Local news media almost always cover the party, giving Neuburgcrs company
lots of free exposure .4

Involve celebrities "on the cheap." Few small businesses can afford to hire celebrities as
spokespersons foc their companies. Some companies have discovered other ways to get
celebrities to promote their products, however. For instance, when Karen Neuburger learned
that Oprah Winfrey is  "pajama connoisseur," she sent the talk show host a pair of her paja-
mas. The move paid off; Neuburger has appeared on Oprah's popular television show on three
separate Occasions.5
Contort taco! TV and radio sta!ionj and offer to be interviewed. Many local news or talk shows
are looking for guests to talk about topics of interest to their audiences (especially in January
and February). Even local shows can reach new customers.

Publish a newsletter. With a personal computer and desktop publishing software, any entrepre-
neur can publish a professional-looking newsletter. Freelancers can offer design and editing
advice. Use the newsletter to reach present and potential customers
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Contact local business and civic organizations and offer to speak to them, A powerful, infor-
mative presentation can win new business. (Be sure your public speaking skills are up to par
first! If not, consider joining Toastmasters.)

Offer or sponsor a seminar. Teaching people about a Subject you know a great deal about
builds confidence and goodwill among potential customers. The owner of a landscaping ser-
vice and nursery offers a short course in landscape architecture and always sees sales climb
afterward!

Write news releases and fax or e-mail them to the media. The key to having a news release
picked up and printed is finding a unique angle on your business or industry that would interest
an editor. Keep it short, simple, and interesting. E-mail press releasesshould be shorter than
printed ones—typically four or five paragraphs rather than one or. two pages—and they should
include a company's Web site address.

Sirvr Hoffman, cofounder of LavaMind, a CD-ROM game and Web site development com-
pany, uses email press releases to generate publicity for his company. Hoffman's e-mail
press releases have led to articles in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Business
Week, and others as iiell as to television coverage on ABC, PBS, and CJVBC. Hoffman sara
that half of LavaMini's sales have come as a result of the publicity generated by his e-mail
releases,0

Volunteer to serve on community and industry boards and committees. You can make your
town a better place to live and work and raise your company's visibility at the same time.

SPonsotaconimunit.vpmjectors i4pportanonpit)fitt),gc piizationorcharitv. Not onl y vil] you
be giving something back to the community, but you will 5l50 gain recognition. goodwill, and,
perhaps, customers for your business.

l'hc oWner of a dry cleaning business received the equivalent of thousands ol' dollars worth of
advertising from the publicity generated by a program called "Give the gift of oarrnth," Customers
donated winter coats, which the compan y

 cleaned for free and then distributed to the needy.

promote a cause. Business owners who have a passion for a cause should act on its behalf.
Socially responsible acts often turn into highly successful public relations efforts that attract
valuable publicity

Sponsorships and Special Events

Although sponsorships of special events are a relatively new advertising medium for small
companies, a growing number of small businesses are finding that sponsoring special events
attracts a great deal of interest and provides a lasting impression of the company in customers'

minds. As customers become increasingly harder to reach through any single advertising

medium, companies of all sizes are finding that sponsoring special events—from wine tastings
and beach volleyball tournaments to fitness walks and ear races—is an excellent way to reach
their target audiences. According to the lEG Sponsorship Report, companies in North America
spend more than $7 billion each year on sponrorships.

Spoils events, such as basketball tournaments, soccer matches, and NASCAR races, draw the

greateo Interest front sponsors. In fact, NASCAR events boast the lar gest increase in attendance
since 1990 of any professional sport, a fact that has not escaped sponsors . 8 Companies also have
discovered that NASCAR sponsorships work. Research suggests that NASCAR fans have the
htghcst degree of io'yaity to a sponsoi's product than any other sport (72 percent versus 52 per-
cent for tennis, 47 percent for golf. and 36 percent for football). 9 Getting your compan y 's name
on a race car is not cheap, however. The least expensive part of the car on which to put a com-

pany logo is the lower quarter panel, with the cost ranging from $25,000 to $75,000. The most

expensive part of the Carlo sponsor? No surprise: the hood, at a cost of $4 to $6 million!'0
Although OioS a,,,afl companies cannot afford the cost of sponsoring a NASCAR race car,

there are plenty of more affordable events that generate impressive opportunities tot increas-
ing name recognition and customer awareness. For instance, according to the International

Festival and Events Association, the number of festivals and events in the United States has
doubled to more than 50.000 in the past 15 years.' I Because of their local character, man y of
these festival, fairc and events arc ideali'; suited for small business sponss' Foi iost'aticc.
the owner of one small art gallery generates thousands of dollars' worth of publicity and
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NASCAR fens e,,hibio hl$is IeIs of toy.
alry no spo..eors' prods.eu. N4ASCAS
sponsors also benefit from rams of
publicity for that companies and the

prd.cs they s.lI.

Cours.sy of Nigel Kinrade Phosorsphy.

recognition for her company with her sponsorship of a local art show. The gala event features
a sidewalk art exhibit, a "meet the artists" luncheon, and a competition among iocai artists.
Hundreds of potential customers flock to her gallery rnOle night the winners are
The sponsorship costs the gaiiey owner a jew thousand dollars, hut the 'buzz" it generates
for her company is worth many times the cost!

Small companies do not have to rely on other organizations' events to generate advertising

opportunities; they can create their own special events. Creativity and uniqueness are essential
ingredients in any special event promotion, and most entrepreneurs excel at those.

For example, the owner of For Paws. a California pet boutique, sponsors free "doggv

brunches' each week, complete with kibbic quiche' and "wheat-germ woofie,s." The shop

also caters birthda y parties, beach parties (picture a dog with a whistle orowul hi.s neck, a

muscle T-shirt, and a dab of Noxzema or; hi.s nose), and other gala ecenrs for its four-legged

'customers and their owners. 1 2

The following tips will ensure that a small company gets the most promotional impact from
its sponsorship of an event:

• Do not count on sponsorships for your entire advertising campaign. Sponsorships are most effec-
tive when they are part of a coordinated advertising effort. Most sponsors spend no more than 10
percent of their advertising budgets on sponsorships.

• Look for an event that is appropriate for your company and its products and services. The owner
of a small music store in an upscale mountain resort sponsors a local jazz festival every summer
during the busy tourist season and generates loss of business among both residents and touri,ts.
Ideally, all audience should match the sponsoring company's zargct audience. Otherwise,
the sponsorship will be a waste of money.

• Research the event and the organization hosting it before agreeing to become a sponsor. How well
attended is the event? What is the demographic profile of she event's visitors 0 Is it well organized?

• Try to become a dominant (or. ideally, the only) sponsor of the event. A small company can be eas-
ily lost in a crowd of much larger companies sponsoring the same event. If sole sponsorship is too
expensive, make sure that your company is the only one from its industry sponsoring the event.

• Clarity the costs and level of participation required for sponsorship up front.

• Get involved. D0 not simply write a'check for the sponsorship fee and then walk away. Find an
event that is meaningful to you, your company, and its emplo yees and take an active role in it.

Your sponsorship dollars will produce a higher return if you do.
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Hybrid Forms of Promotion and Advertising

In some cases the line between what is advertising and what is promotion has become
blurry. In recent years, entrepreneurs have begun to explore new methods of placing their
products or services before the targeted market in a more subtle fashion, Sponsorship of
participants in sporting events or entertainment comes first to mind, such as laundry deter-
gent manufacturers that sponsor NASCAR race teams or musical group tours. The key is to
have your product or service identified with an individual, group, or sport that your target
customers admire.

The next step up the hierarchy is product placement, a term that broadly describes the strat-
egy of having your product seen in successful movies or television programs. It is highly
sophisticated yet subtle brand exposure. For example, Roxy, the California clothing company
that targets younger consumers with its trendy clothing styles, coproduces a television show for
MTV Throughout the show, the castwears Roxy clothing e.Jusivriy)3

Branded content is the ultimate integration of advertising and entertainment. Branded con-
tent creates an entertainment product (documentary, music video. book, or even Broadway
play) to reflect the brand's image or spirit. As an example, Nike's documentary, 'The Road to
Paris," profiles champion cyclist and Nike endorser, Lance Artnstrong)4

Personal Selling

Advertising often marks the beginning of a sale, but personal selling usually is required to close
the sale. Personal selling is the personal contact between salespeople and potential customers pemonal selling—the
resulting front sales efforts. Effective personal selling can give the small company a definite personal contact between
advantage vvc. lts l arget competitors 115 creattne a fenirno of p'oa' .'5e" a" °e 'o'-a'	 C1' peap-
ing deals with Use salesperson's ability to match customer needs to the firm's goods and 5cr- customers resulting from sales
vices. Top salespeople have the following profile 	 efforts.

• They are enthusiastic and alert to opportunities. They realize that the next great account they may
find through a chance social meeting rather than a scheduled sales call. Star sales representatives
also demonstrate deep concentration, high energy, and drive.

• '[hey are experts In the products or services they sell. They understand how their product lines or
services can help their customers and, they are able to articulate this to customers.

• lop salespeople concentrate on select accounts. They focus on customers with the greatest sales
potential.

• They plan thoroughly. On every sales call, the best representatives act with a purpose to close the sale.

• lop salespeople use a direct approach. They get right to the point with customers.

• They work from the customer's perspective, They have empathy for their customers and know
their customers' businesses and their needs.

• They use "past success stones." The y encourage customers to express their problems and then
present solutions using examples of past successes.

• They leave sales material with clients. The material gives the customer the opportunity to study
company and product literature in more detail5

• Top salespeople see themselves as problem solvers, not just vendors. Their perspective is "flow
can i be a valuable resource for my customers?"

• They measure their success not just by sales volume but also by customer satisfaction.

Eflective selling is never an accident, and it is wrong to assume that anyone can be success-
ful at personal selling. Selling requires training about the product or service. You cannot effec-
tively sell what you do not understand. And what may be worse, an uninformed salesperson
may misrepresent the firm's products or services. Hire capable individuals who display empa-
thy for cust,iiicrs, are personally motivated to succeed, are patient, and possess the ability to
focus on the satisfaction of the customer's buying needs.

Sales training needs to be a blend of product or service knowledge as well as the most
important baste selling skills of listening to customers and closing the sale,
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The Selling Process

Small business owners can improve their sales representatives' "batting averages" by following
sonic basic guidelines:

ESTABLISH A SELLING SYSTEM. A successful sales call usually is the result of a systematic
sales approach.

1. Create afecling of mutual trust and respect. Establish a rapport with the prospect at the outset.
Customers seldom buy from salespeople they dislike or distrust.

2. Ask the prospect questions that will reveal the key criteria that must be met to obtain the sale.
Customers tend to have a few "must" criteria that will influence their willingness to buy; iden-
tify these and then base your selling approach ott meeting or exceeding these key criteria. The
goal is to identify the prospects needs, preferences, concerns, and problems.

3. Demonstrate, ex plain, and sh	 Make clear the	 and befits 0f your product or set-
vice and point out how they meet the prospect's needs or solve his problems.

4. Validate. Prove the claims about your product or service. If possible, offer the prospect names and
numbers of other satisfied customers (with their permission, of course). Testimonials really work.

5. Overcome objections. Listen for objections from the prospect. Try to determinc the reel objec-
tion and confront it. Work to overcome it. Objections can be the salesperson's best friend; they
tell you what must be "fixed" before the prospect will commit to an order. Remember to focus
on the customer's buying criteria.

6. Close. Ask for 3 decision. Good sales representatives know when the prospect flashes the green
light on a sale. They stop talking and ask for the order.

BE EMPATHETIC AND STRESS VALUE. The best salespeople look at the sale from the
cs'sturciCr's viepoitii, not their own Doing so encourages the sales representative to strcs,
value to the customer,

SET MULTIPLE ObJECTIVES. Before making a sales call, salespeople should set three
objectives;

I - 71w pr.mar, objective—the most reasonable outcome ex pected from the meeting. It may be to
get an order or to learn more about a prospect's needs.

2. The minimum objective—the very least the salesperson will leave with. It may be to set another

meeting or to identify the prospect'v primary objections.
1 The visionary objective--the most optimistic outcome of the meeting. This objective forces the

salesperson to be open-minded and to shoot for the top.

MONITOR SALES EFFORTS AND RESULTS. Selling is just like any other business activ-
ity and must be controlled. At a minimum, the business owner should know:

1. Actual sales versas projected sales
2. Sales generated per call made
3. Total sales costs
4. Sales by product, salesperson, territory, customer, and so on
5. Profit contribution by product, salesperson, territory, customer, and so on

-.... ......	 SELECTING ADVERTISING MEDIA
One of the most important decisions an entrepreneur must make is which media to use in dis-

WW en1inating the advertising message The medium used to transmit the message influences the
consumer's perception—and reception—of it By choosing the proper advertising media a
nusiness owner can reach his target audience effectively at Minimum cost Similarly, the right
message communicated in the wrong medium will not increase sales.

For instance. when they launched Micro Express, a computer sers'ices firm, the founders allo-

cated an annual advertising budget of $5o,000, most of it for ads in large newspapers. For

seven veers, major newspapers remained the compan y 's primary advertising medium. Then

managers began to examine their customer base more closely and discovered that their cus-

fo,,,erv K ere large companies rather than i/iC wooil com"ames and home users at whom its ads
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were targeted Realizing that Micro Express 's advertising had been missing its mark, the com
pasty switched to direct mailings to Fortune i000 companies. Not only do the direct-mail ads
Cost the company less, but its sales are also climbing again. "We see a much higher return now
that we spend $10,000 a year on the right promotional efforts compared to the $50,000 we
spent per year targeting the wrong customers," says President Jim Mickel,7

Key Advertising Concepts
Although no single formula exists for determining the ideal medium to use, there are several
important characteristics that make some media better suited than others. Understanding the
qualities of the various media available can simplify an owner's decision. Before selecting the
vehicle for the message, the owner should consider several questions:

How large is myfion 's trading area? How big is the geographical region from which the firm
wiLl drew its customers? The size of this erea ir.fiucncea the choi.e fu,din.

Who are my target customers and what are their characteristics? Determining a customer pro-
file often points to the appropriate medium to use to get the message across most effectively.

Which media are my target customers most likely to watch, listen to, or read? Until he knows who
his target audience is, a business owner cannot select the proper wivetising media to reach it
What budget limitations do iface? Every business owner must direct the firm's advertising program
within the restrictions of its operating budget Certain advertising media cost more than others

What media do my competitors use? It is helpful for the small business manager to know the
media his competitors use, although he should not automatically assume that they are the best.
An approach that differs from the traditional one may produce better results.

How important is repetition and continuity of my advertising message? Generally, an ad
becomes effective only after it is repeated several times, and many ads must be continued for
some time before they produce results. Some experts suggest that an ad must be run at least six
times in most mass media before it becomes effective.

How does each medium compare with others in its audience, its reach, and its frequency?
Audience measures the number of paid subscribers a particular medium attracts and is called
circulation in most print media such as newspapers and magazines. Reach is the total number
of people exposed to an ad at least once in a period of time, usually four weeks. Frequency is
the average number of times a person is exposed to an ad in that same time period.

What does the advertising medium cost? There are two types of advertising costs the small business
manager must consaler the absolute cost and the relative cost. Absolute cost is the actual dollar out-
lay a business owner must make to place an ad in a particular medium for a specific time period. An
even more important measure is an ad's relative coat, the ad's cost per potential customer reached.
Relative cost is most often expressed as cost per thousand (CPM), the cost of the ad per 1,000 cus-
tomers reached. Suppose a manager decides to advertise his product in one of two newspapers in
town. The Sentinel has a circulation of 21,00 and charges $1,200 for a quarter-page ad. The
Democrat has a circulation of 18,000 and charges $1,300 for the same space. Reader profiles of the
two papers suggest that 25 percent of Sentinel readers and 37 percent of the Democrat readers are
potential customers. Using this information, the manager computes the following relative costs:

audience—c measure of the
number of bold subscribers a
particular medium attracts.

reach—the total na-oLrtr of
people exposed to on ad at least
once in a period of time, usually
four weeks.

frequency—the average number
of times a person is exposed to an
ad in a period of time.

absolute cost—the actual
dolor outlay a business owner
must make to place an ad in a
porvcular medium for a specific
period of time.

relative cost—the cost of on ad
per potential customer reached.

cost per thousand
(CPM)—the cost of on ad per
1,000 customers reached.

Sentinel

Circulation
	

21,000
Percentage of readers that are

potential customers (p.c.)
	

x25%
Potential customers reached

	
5.250

Absolute cost of ad
	

$1,200

Relative cost of ad (CPM)	 = .22857 or $228.57 1.000 per P.C.
5.250

Democrat

18,000

x 37
6.660

$1,300

- 19520 or $195.20 1.000 perp.c.
6.600

Although the Sentinel has a larger circulation and a lower absolute cost for running the ad, the
Democrat will serve the small business owner better because it offers a lower cost per thousand
potential customers (CPM) reached. It is important to note that this technique does not give a
reliable comparison across media; it is a meaningful comparison only within a single medium.
Differences among the format, presentation, and coverage of ads in different media are so vast that
such comoavjss,o are not meaningful.
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Figure 8.2 gives a breakdown of U.S. business advertising expenditures by medium, Choosing
advertising media is no easy task because each has distinctive advantages, disadvantages, and
cost. The "right" message in the "wrong" medium will miss its mark.

WORD-OF-MOUTH ADVERTISING AND ENDORSEMENTS. Perhaps the most effec-
word-of-mouth	 tive and certainly the least expensive form of advertising is word-of-mouth advertising in
advertlIng—adveriising in	 which satisfied customers recommend a business to friends, family members, and acquain-
which satisfied customers	 tances. Unsolicited testimonials are powerful because they carry so much weight among poten-
recommend a business to friends, tial customers, The best way to generate positive word-of-mouth advertising is to provide the
family members, and	 superior quality and service discussed in chapter 6. Providing that level of service and quality
acquaIntances,	 leads to loyal customers who become walking advertisements for the companies they believe

in. Word-of-mouth advertising can make or break a business because dissatisfied customers
also speak our a gainst that treat them pooriy. To COSOIC thai iiie word-of-mouth
advertising a company generates is positive, business owners must actually do what they want
their customers to say they do!

For instance, Fred Anderson, owner of Anderson's Landscape Construction, a landscape
planning and design service that targets upscale homes, relies totally on word-of-mouth adver-
tising for his company's sales. Anderson counts on referrals from professional architects and
from satisfied customers to generate new business. If a customer is unhappy about an y aspect
of a project his company has done, Anderson fixes it to the customer's satisfaction at no extra
charge, which surprises some people.

A customer endorsement is an effective way of converting the power of word of mouth
to an advertising mcsage. The more recognized the person making She endorsement, the
more potential customers will he influenced to buy. For example, Brad Johnson, quarter-
back for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, has appeared on local Tampa Bay stations endorsing
Fantastic Sams for haircuts. After their stunning win in Super Bowl XXXVII, the endorse
ment became even more meaningful to Tampa fans. Of course, unpaid and unsolicited
endorsements are the most valuable. In a cynical world, many potential customers are
turned off by what they believe is simply a paid statement from a person who may or may
not have used the product.

The ultimate in word-of-mouth advertising is the holy grail of advertisiasg, something
experts call "buzz." Buzz occurs when a product is hot and everyone is talking about it.

25	 E
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From the mood rings of the 1970s to the redesigned Votkswagen Beetle of the 1990s, buzz
drives the sales of many products. The Internet has only magnified the power of buzz to
influence a product's sales. Buzz on the Web has becomea powerful force in influencing the
popularity of a firm's products or services. What can business owners do to start a buzz
about their companies or their products or services? Sometimes buzz Starts 00 its own, leav-
ing a business owner struggling to keep up with the fury it creates. More often than not,
however, business owners can give it a nudge by creating interest, mystique, and curiosity in
a product or service or by ensuring its scarcity. Ty Inc. has managed to keep collectors inter-
ested for years by "retiring" some of its Beanie Baby patterns every year to ensure that
demand for them outstrips supply.

NEWSPAPERS. Traditionl1y0 the local newspaper has been the medium that most advertis-
ers rely onto get their messages across to customers. Although the number of newspapers in the
Unitcd States lies de iuesi in recent years, this medium attracts nearly one-fifth of all advertis-
ing dollars nationwide.

Newspapers provide several advantages to the small business advertiser:

Selected geographical coverage. Newspapers are geared to a specific geographic region, and
they reach potential custom'..os ososs all demographic classes.

Flexibility. Newspaper advertisements can be changed readily on very short notice. The owner
can select the size of the ad and its location in the paper.

flme!iness. Papers almost always have very short closing times, the publication deadline prior
to which the advertising copy must be submitted.

Communication potential. Newspaper ads can convey a great deal of information by employing
attractive graphics and copy.

Low costs. Newspapers normally offer advertising space at low absolute cost and, because of
their blanket coverage of a geographic area, at low relative cost as well.

Prompt responses. Newspaper ads typically produce relatively quick customer rssponscs. A
newspaper ad is likely to generate sales the very next day, and advertisers who ue coupons can
track the response to an ad.

Of course, newspaper advertisements also have disadvantages:

Wasted readership. Because newspapers reach such a variety of people. at least a portion of an
ad's coverage v.ifl be wasted on those who ac nut potential customers.

Reproduction limitations. The quality of reproduction in newspapers is limited, especially
when it is compared to that of magazines and direct mail.

Soo,YO REPRINTED PT PERMISSION
OF NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE
ASSOCIPrION. INC
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Lack of prominence. One frequently cited drawback of newspapers is that they carry so many
ads that a small company's message might be lost in the crowd. The typical newspaper is 62
percent advertising.
Declining readership. Newspaper circulation as a percentage of U.S. households has dropped
from 98 percent in 1970 to 70 percent today. Newspaper ads would be least effective for small
businesses targeting young people, who are least likely to read newspapers.
Short ad life. The typical newspaper is soon discarded and, as a result, an ad's life is extremely
short. Business owners can increase the effectiveness of their ads by giving them greater conti-
nuity. Spot ads can produce results, but maintaining a steady flow of business requires some
degree of continuity in advertising.

BUYING NEWSPAPER SPACE. Newspapers typically sell ad space by lines and columns or
inches and columns. For instance, a 4-column x 100-line ad occupies four columns and 100
lines of space (14 lines are equal to I column inch). For this ad, the small business owner
would pay iiic rate for 400 lines. Most papers otter discounts for bulk, long-term, and fre-
quency contracts and for full-page ads. Advertising rates vary from one paper to another,
depending on such factors as circulation and focus. A small business owner would do well to
investigate the circulation statements, advertising rates, and reader profiles of the various
newspapers available before selecting one

RADIO. Newspapers offer blanket advertising coverage of a region, but radio permits adver-
tisers to appeal to specific audiences over large geographic areas. By choosing the appropriate
station, program, and time for an ad, a small company can reach virtually any target market.

Radio advertising offers several advantages:

Universal infiltration. Radio's nearly universal presence gives athlertisements in this medium a
major advantage. Virtually every home and car in the United States is equipped with a radio,
which means that these advertising messages receive a tremendous amount of exposure in the
target market. Radio reaches 94 percent of all consumers each week! 19

Market segmentation. Radio advertising is flexible and efficient because advertisers can choose
stations directed toward a specific market within a broad geographic region. Radio stations
design their formats to appeal to specific t ypes of audiences, which makes an advertiser'sjob
much easier.

Fleribiliti' and timeliness. Radio commercials have short closing times and can be changed quickly.
i-riendlinsss. Radio ads are more 'active" than ads in printed media because they use the spo-
ken word to influence customers. Vocal subtleties used in radio ads are impossible to convey
through printed media. Table 8.3 offers a guide to producing effective radio copy.

Radio advertisements also have a number of disadvantages:

Poor listening. Radio's intrusiveness into the public life almost guarantees that customerswill
hear ads, but they may not listen to them.
Need for repetition. Radio ads must be broadcast repeatedly to be effective.
Limited message. Because radio ads are limited to one minute or less, the mess*ge must be
brief and not overly complex.

BUYING RADIO TIME. The small business owner can zero in on a specific advertising target
by using the appropriate radio station. Stations follow various formats—from rap to rhap-
sodies—to appeal to specific audiences. Radio advcrtising t ime usually sefla in 15-second,
30-second, and 60-second increments, with the latter being the most common. Fixed spots
are guaranteed to be broadcast at the times specified in the owner's contract with the station.
Preemptible spots are cheaper than fixed spots, but the advertiser risks being preempted by
an advertiser willing to pay the fixed rate for a time slot. Floating spots are the least expen-
sive, but the advertiser has no control over broadcast times. Many stations offer package
plans, using flexible combinations of fixed, preemptible, and floating spots.

Radio rates vary depending on the time of day they are broadcast and, like television,
there are prime time slots known as drive-time spots. Although exact hours may differ
from station to station, the following classifications are common (listed in descending
order of cost):
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• Mention the business often. This is the single most important wad inll.klble rule In radio advertift Also
make sure listeners; know how to find your buslns. If the address ia complicated. use

• Stress the bone1t to the keener. Don'tsay 'Eryson'e has new fall fasla.oea." Say 'Brysons fall fashions make

you look fabulous'

• Use ottention-getters. Radio has a whole bauei-y--mosic, sound effecas, unusual voices. Crack the barnc
with

• Zero in on your asdence Know to whom you're selling. Radios setoenwty attracts the right asdueoce, ICs up

to you to communicate in the right language

• Keep the copy ample and to the point Don't try to impress lIsteners with vocabsdsry."To be or not to be"

may be the biat-knowa phrase in the language and the longest word has just three teeters.

• Soil early and often. Don's back into the selling message. At most, you've got 60 soonds. Mike the moat of
them. El'on't be suede.

• Write for the ear. Write Converssdon*

]ABLE 0.3

Guidelines for Effective Radio

Copy

Source: Radio Basics. Radio Advefli%in5
Bureau.

U Prepare your copy. Underline words you want to emphasize.

* Triple opace. Type desn. legible copy. Make the announcer rehearse.

• Use liosiuive omen woolt, Lit, wrcrdr roth as "esv and day, par -uiart ,io ,ou', "iduigsu'icr a we.
Radio hasqualities of urgency and romeduacy.Tske advantage of them by including a urns limit or the date
the sale ends.

• An the tlsienor in the picture. Radio's theater of the mind means you don's hoe to talk about a new ear.
With sounds and muac.you can pot the listener behind the wheel.

a Focus the spot on getting a response. Make it dear what you want the listener so do. Don't try to got a mail
response. Use phone numbers only, said repeat the number three times. End the spot with the phone

•. Don't stay with otonea Direet-response ads produce results right way—or race at all. Don't tuck with a
•	 radio spot that it not glEnt ratHig sales. Change a.

Class AA: Morning drive time-6 A.M. to 10A.M.

Class A: Evening drive time-4 P.M. to 7 psi.

Class B: Home worker time-10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Class C: Evening time-7 p si, to Midnight

Class D: Nighttime—Midnight 106 A.M.

Some stations may also have different rates for weekend time slots.

TELEVISION. In advertising dollars spent, television now ranks first in popularity of all

media. Although the cost of national TV ads precludes their use by most small businesses, local

spots can be an extremely effective means of broadcasting a small company's message. A 30-

second 'commercial on network television may cost more than $500,000, but a 30-second spot

on local cable television, which now is in 67 percent of all U.S. homes, may go for $200 or less.

Television offers a number of distinct advantages:

Broad coverage. Television ails provide extensive coverage of a sizable region, and they reach a sig-
nificant portion of the population. About 98 percent of the homes in the United States have a televi-
sion, and the average household spends 7 hours and 12 minutes each day tuned in to television.°

Visual advantage. The primary benefit of television is its capacity to present an advertiscr's
product or service in a graphic, vivid manner with sight, sound, and action.

Flexibility. Television ads can be modified quickly to meet the rapidly changing conditions in
the marketplace. Advertising on TV is the closest substitute for personal selling.

Design and production assistance. Few small business owners have the skills to prepare an
effective relevaston commei.iai. Aluitough professional production firms might easily charge
$50,000 for a commercial production, the television station from which a business owner pur-
chases air time may be willing to offer design and production assistance very inexpensively.

Television advertising also has several disadvantages:

Briefc,nnsun' Most r.c!evision ads are on t he screen for only 0 short time and require substan-
tial repetition to achieve the desired effect.
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zappers—tefevision viewers
who flash from one channel to
another, especially during
commercials.

infomercials—futl-length
cemmercroit pocked

with information, testimonials,
and a so/es pitch.

Clutter. The typical person sees 1,500 advertising messages a day, and more ads are on the way
With so many ads beaming across the airwaves, a small business's advertising message could
easily become lost in the shuffle.

"Zapping." Zappers. television viewers who flash from one channel to another, especially
during commercials, pose a real threat to TV advertisers. Zapping means TV advertisers are not
reaching the audiences they hope to reach. The remote control has transformed television
viewers into channel surfers during commercial breaks.

Fragmented audience. As the number of channels available proliferates, the question of where
to advertise becomes more difficult to answer. Network television has lost audience steadily
over the past 20 years to cable television. About 96 percent of cable television households
receive more than 30 channels 21

Costs. TV commercials can be expensive to create. A 30-second ad can cost several thousand
dollars to develop, even before the owner purchases airtime. Table 8.4 offers some suggestions
for deseloping creative television commercials.

USING TELEVISION CREATIVELY. Although television ads are not affordable for every
small business, many entrepreneurs have found creative ways to use the power of television

advertising without spending a fortune. Two popular methods include creating infomercials and

using home shopping networks. Intmercials (also called direct-response television), full-length

television commercials packed with information, testimonials, and a sales pitch, are popular tools
for selling everything from mops to computers. Producing and airing a half-hour infomercial can
he expensive, often costing $50,000 or more, but entrepreneurs can save money by doing some of
the work themselves and hiring freelance professionals for a share of the profits.

After he launched Smarr Inventions, Jon ,Voke,s ret out across the country to promote his latest prod-
act, the Srnart3iop. a unique niopjortns Fin/and w ith a self-wringing feature. in its first year.
,mar1Mup generated $1.8 million in soles but No k'w'is' he cou!d do much better ffisvily h0' could
let customers see the benefits of the SmartMop. Noke.c worked with a production company to create
a 28-M untie infonjeirius/ for $6o,o to deino,tstrarri the user-friend/i' mop. Consumer response to
the tnfonierviitI amazed rienNokes Whenever the infooiercial oird. orders poured in—so fast, in
fait. 1/ia! Nokes had to lineal in ci larger-tnwiufacttrrj,tgfrzr'jlit-s' to keep up with demand. After a year
of at rin g the infiimert',a/, safes of the Super/4op had climbed to $.44rnilhun.'22

To become an inoinercial star. a product should meet the following criteria;23

• Be unique and of g ood quaiitv

• Solve a common rrirhkm

• Be easy to use and easy to demonstrate.

• Appeal to a mass audience.

• Have ill aba factor tti'. makes custorileTs think What a giea; idea.`

X Keeps simple Avoid confusing the viewer by sticking to a simple concept.
• Hove one basic idea. The message should focus on a single, important benefit to the cusromer.Why should

people busy from your business?
• Mok,e your point clear. The customer benefit should be obvious and easy to understand.
• Moke g unique.-different. To be effective, it television ad must reach out and grab the viewer's etcentaoo

Take advantage of television's essussi experience.
• Get sewer anterior,. Unless viewers wan'), the ad, i t: effect is

• lneoWt the viewer. To be most effective, an ad should portray a situation to which the sewer can relate.
Common, everyday experiences are easiest for people to identify with.

• the emotion, The most effective ads evoke an emotion from the viewer—a laugh, a tear, or a pleasant
memory.

• Consider production values Television offers vivid sights, rotor, motions, and sounds. Use then!
• Prove the benefit Television allows an advertiser to prove a product's or servIce', customer benefit by

actually demonstrating it.

• Identify your company well end often. Make sure your score's name, location, and product line stand out The
ad should portray your company's ireage.

TABLE 8.4

Gaidelnes for Creative IV Adt

Source: Adapted irom How to Make a

Creative Television Commercial
Television Bureau cfAdvert,si,g Inc
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Shopping networks such as QVC and the Home Shopping Network offer entrepreneurs
another route to television. Time on these networks is free, but getting a product accepted is
tough. One buyer for QVC sa ys that the network subjects about 500 products to an extensive
review every week, but that only 5 percent are selected to appear on television 24 Shopping net-
works look for products that offer quality, have "demonstration appeal. and are typically priced
between $15 and $40 (although there are exceptions). Landing a product on one of these networks
may be a challenge, but entrepreneurs who do often sell thousands of units in a matter of minutes!

MAGAZINES. Another advertising medium available to the small business owner is ritaga-
zines. Today, customers have more than 18,600 magazine titles from which to choose.21
Magazines have a wide reach; nearly 9 out of 10 adults read an average of 7 different maga-
zines per month. The average magazine attracts 6 hours and 3 minutes of total adult reading
Lime, and studies show that the reader is exposed to 89 percent of the ads in the averng, copy'.26

Magazines offer several advantages for advertisers:

Long life spans. Magazines have a long reading life because readers tend to keep them longer
than other printed media, The result is that each magazine ad has a good chance of being seen
several times.

Multiple readership. The average magazine has a readership of 3.9 adult readers, and each
reader spends about 1 hour and 33 minutes with each copy. Many magazines have a high
"passalon g " rate—they are handed down from reader to reader.

Target marketing, By selecting the appropriate special interest periodical, small business own-
ers can reach customers with a high degree of i nterest in their goods or services. Specialty
magazines have proliferated in recent years, giving businesses the opportunity to advertise in
magazines such as 1'"fer Gir! or Ferrrtr; that target specific adieuces.

.Adqua/its. Magazine ads usually are of high quality, resulting in strong visual appeal. Photographs
and drawings can be reproduced very effectively, and color ads are readily available.

Magazines also have several disadvantages:

Costs. Magazine advertising rates vary according to their circulation rates: the higher the circa-
fatten, the higher the rate. Thus, local magazines, whose rates are often comparable in newspa-
per rates. may be the best bargain for small businesses.

Lon r closing tines- Another aisadvantage of magazines is the relatively lon g clostng times they
require. For a weekly periodical, the closing date for an ad ma y he several weeks before the
actual publication date, making it difficult for advertisers to respond quickly to changing market
conditions.

Luck ofprunitseriee. Another disadvantage of magazine ads arises from their popularity as an
advertising sehiele. The effectiveness of  single ad may be reduced because of a lack iii
prominence: 48.3 percent of the typical magazine content is devoted to advertising. 2 ' Proper ad
positioning. iheirfore. is critical to an ad's success. Research shows that readers "tune out"
right-hand page.s and took mainl y at left-hand pages.

DIRECT MAIL. Direct mail has long been a popular method of small business advertising
and includes such tools as letters, postcards, catalogs, discount coupons, brochures, computer
disks, and videotapes mailed to homes or businesses. The earliest known catalogs were printed

by flltcentLen1ury printers. Today, direct-mail marketers sell virtuall y every kind at prodet

imaginable f rom Christmas trees and lobsters to furniture and clothing (the most popular mail-
order purchase). Responding in th p osrusentenCe of ' 5;hopping at borne." customers purchase
more than S500 billion worth of goods and services through mail order each year

Direct mail offers a number of distinct advantages to the small business owner:

Se/eciit-i!r. The g ieatest strength of direct-mail advertising is its ability to target a specific audi-
ence to receive the message. Depending on oiatting list quality, an owner can select an audience
ssith 5ttUCii arts set of ehaiaeietrs(ics. Srnaii business owners can deselop, rent. or purchase a
mailing list of prospec!is e residential, commercial, or industrial c:rstrrnsers.

Hexihilirs: Another advantage of direct mail is its capacity to tailor the message to the target. The
advertiser's presentation to the customer can be as simple or a.s elaborate as necessars. In addition.
he advertiser controls the timing of the campaign: she can send the ad when it is most approptiaie.

Reader attention. With direct mail, the advertiser's mes'.age does nor have tr, coltipeic with
other ads for the reader's attention. People enjoy getting mail.
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Rapid feedback. Direct-mail advertisements produce quick results. In most cases the ad will
generate sales within three to four days after customers receive it.

Measurable results and testable strategies. Because they control their mailing lists, direct mar-
keters can readily measure the results their ads produce. Also, direct mall allows advertisers to test
different ad layouts, designs, and strategies (often within the same "run") to see which one "pulls"
the greatest response. Table 8.5 offers guidelines for creating direct-mail ads that really work.

Effectiveness. The right message targeted at the right mailing list can make direct mail one of
the most efficient forms of advertising. Direct mail to the right people produces results.

Direct-mail ads also suffer from several disadvantages:

Inaccurate mailing lists. The key to the success of the entire mailing is the accuracy of the cus-
tomer list. A poor list is a waste of money.

Clutter The average person in the United States receives over 600 pieces of direct mail each
year With that volnme of direct mail, it can be diicidt for an athevsiseincui W get customers'
attention.

High relative costs. Relative to the size of the audience reached, the cost of designing, produc-
ing, and mailing an advertisement via direct mail is high. But if the mailing is well planned and
properly executed, it can produce a high percentage of returns, making direct mail one of the
least expensive advertising methods in terms of results.

High throwaway rate. Often called junk mail, direct-mail ads become "junk" when an
advertiser selects the wrong audience or broadcasts the wrong message. In fact, the typical
direct-mail advertising campaign produces Only a 2 percent response rate. To boost returns
small business owners can supplement their traditional direct-mail pieces with toll-free (800)
numbers and careful!" timed follow-up phone calls.

"H M TECH" D!.9ECT MA:L AND THE WORLD 'WiDe WEB. Sendin g out ads on
computer diskettes and CDs is an excellent way to reach upscale households and businesses.

Not only do computer-based ads give advertisers the power to create flashy, attention-grabbing
designs, but they also hold the audience's attention.

Compact discs (CDs) offer advertisers the same benefits as computer disks with one extra—

more space to do it in. Companies are using CDs with interactive ads to sell everything from
cars to computers. The ads usually contain videos, computer games, quizzes, animation, music,

graphics, and other features to engage more of their audiences' senses. In a world where U.S.
households receive 4.5 million tons of paper each year in the form of direct-mail ads, multime-
clia ads can offer a distinct advantage: They get noticed.

HOW TO USE oIR g cT MAIL. The key to a direct mailing's success is the right mailing list.

Even the best direct-mail ad will fail if sent to the "wrong" customers. Owners can develop lists

themselves, using customer accounts, telephone hooks, city and trade directories, and other

sources. Other sources for mailing lists include companies selling complementary but not com-

peting products; professional organizations' membership lists; business or professional maga-
zine's subscription lists; and mailing list brokers who sell lists for practically any need.
Advertisers can locate list brokers throu gh The Direct Marketing List Source from the Standard
Rate and Data Service found in most public libraries.

THE WORLD WIDE WEB The past decade has witnessed the World Wide Web reshape the

way companies conduct business and transform c-commerce into a major economic force. Just

as the Web has become a common tool for conducting business, it also has become a popular
medium for advertisers, Increasingly, small businesses are turning to the World Wide Web as a

valuable way to reach their customers and to build an awareness of their products and services.

For instance, when lingerie seller Victoria's Secret ran an ad during the Super Bowl to promote

its first live lingerie fashion show broadcast over the Web, the response was phenomenal! More

than 1.5 million people tuned in to Victoria's Secret Web site to watch the fashion show, prov-
ing the power of combining the Web with traditional advertising media. The ln ternet has proved
to he the fastest-growing advertising medium in history. Using the time required for radio, tele-

vision, and the Internet to reach 50 million users as a basis for comparing the three media, the

Internet is the clear winner. Radio required 38 years to reach that milestone, and television took

13 years: the Internet, however, ha 50 million users in just five years!

The Web's multimedia capabilities makes it an ideal medium for companies to demonstrate

their products and services with full motion, color, and sound and to get customers involved in
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"Mail order means creed watching meticulous penning, and devouring news and Information on the induatry, -
your niche, W11 11010a polItics, and the world—and that's Just for starters." says one observer. -You'll have to
deal with the law, of a year federal boreaucyacy and 50 sores (plus a couMe hundred countries If you go
international), the intricacies of designing and mailing a catalog and the flaJe neare of a detnandia- ig public

i You'll also have to write copy Unatwilli get resultsTry these pa'owei rischnitium

promise readers your most impo.nt banofitin-tbehitainw or firs t paragraph.
Use short"action * words and persgraphs

Make the copy look yto read--lots of "White upate

Use eye-catching words such as free, pea, save, guarantee, new, p'oflk benefit, impeove, and others.

Coneider using computerized "han ring" somewhere an the page or envelopw, it átoccs attfndon,

a' a,,mirjcsi naies write as it you were Speaking to the reader.

Repeat the offer three or more tirnea in various ways.

Back up claims and statements with proof and endorsements whenever possible.

Ask for the order or a response.

Ask questions such as "Would you Pike to lower your home's energy costs?" in the copy.

Use higft-quality paper and envelopes (those with windows are best) because they stand a better dace of
being opened and read. Brown envelopes that resemble government correspondence work well.

Envelopes that resemble bills almost always get opened.

Address the envelope to an individual. not "Occupant2'

Use scamps if posslble.They get snore letters opened than metered

Use a pezcscrip (P.s,) al"arphey are the most often rend part of a printed page. Make sure the P.S. contains
alnook" that wilt entourage the recipient to read on.

Make Sure the ortier form is clear and easy tofill out; inciodm a fast number for ordering, too.

she densoisstrations. Businesses that normally use direct mail can bring the two-ditnensiona]

photos and product descriptions in their print catalogs to life, avoid the expense of mailing

	

them, and attract new	 m

	

new( 	 that traditional mailings might miss

Charlie Hoeteler, CEO of VS Sports Camps, Inc., a conspaoV that stages summer camps in
a s'ariets' of sports on college campuses across the nation, has found the Web to be the ideal
vehicle for promoting and managing the administrative details of the hundredt of camps the
company runs. For years, US Sports Camps used direct-mail campaigns and ads in sports-
oriented magazines to enroll youngsters in its camps. Today, the coinpans butt its Well site

llml.C( cOliJus.ci')il) with banner ads on Yahoo! and in all of its other promotional literature.
The site, wit/i £15 online regotrulion form, has at/ratted hundreds of new customers arid has
boosted the company's international clientele 200 percent.' The sports-specific hsiliacti,z
hoa,-ds on the Well site attract potential customers even i,s the off-season Hoei-'eler, or
that he has "a peifrct product for the Web," hopes eventual/l . to "see 40 percent or 50 per-
cent 'nf.vcsies come' through the site.'

Advertisements on the Web take five hscic forms: banner ads, cookies, fail-page ads, "push'

technology ads, and e-mail ads. Banner ads are small, rectangular ads that reside on Web sites,

much like roadside billboards, touting a company's product or service. When visitors to a site

click on the banner ad. they go straight to the advertiser's home page. One measure of a banner
ad's effectiveness is the, number of Impressions It produces. An impression occurs every time
an ad appears on a Web pa ge, whether or not the user cltcks 01 the 'ad to explore ii. Another
Common way o1 judging banner ads is the click-through rate, which is calculated b y dividing
the number of times customers actually click on the banner ad b y the number of impressions for
that ad. The cost of a banner ad to an advertiser depends on lhc number of users who actually

click on It. The cost of creating a banner ad ranges from practically nothing for do-d-
yourselfersio as much as $3,000 if the ad is designed by a professional andtncudes animation
and high levels 01 Interactivity.

TABLE 83	 -

Guidelines for Creating Direct-

Mail Ads That Really Work

Sources: Adapted from Kim T Gorcc,n,
Copy Right," Business SlarI.lips, lane

1 998. pp. S-I'll. Paul Hughes."Profr,s
Due, Entrepreneur, February 1994.
pp. 74- 79 : 'Why They Opiln Direct
Mail;' Cairn ,ui,,cunou ESe flogs,
December 1993 , p. Sic,, Lairm,,,-,
"The Elements of Perfect pitch?' Inc.,
March 1992. pp. 53-55 "Special
Delve,' Small
February 1993.p 6; Gloria Green and
lames W Pelnier. 'How to Develop a
Direct Mail Program,' Smoli &isvaets
tnrum,Winter 199311994. pp. 30--45
Susan Headden, "The Junk Ma-1 Deluge,
I,, S 'iron & World Prporr, Denes,ber 8,
1997, pp. 40-48.

A Company Example

banner ads---small, rectangular
ads that reside on Web c/tes touch
Iikg roadside billboa rds, touting a
company's product or service.
impresa!o!. ocajr3 ever,. Sri-tb
on ad appears on a Web page,
re/tether or not the user clicks on it

click-through rate—a value
calculated by dividing the number
of times customers sctuotfr click
on a banner ad by the number of
imbre,ss,cir,o for that ad.
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Deborah Edihuber, founder of Prairie
Frontier,. small company selling wild-
flower and prain.grau sed, drives traf
fic to her company's Web site with the
help of a banner exchange program.

Courtesy of Pr'alre Frontier, LLC.

&aneter ads 4Q not have to'bapensive, however.

Many small business owners increase the exposure
their banner ads receive by joining a banner exchange

program, which are similar to advertising coopera-

tives. In a banner exchange program, member com-

panies can post their banners on each other's sites.

'Ihese programs work best for companies selling

complementary products or services. For instance, a

small company selling gourmet food products over

he Web might exchange banner ads with a company
using the Web to sell fine wines or one selling

upscale kitchen fools and appliances. Two of the

largest banner exchange Web sites are Microsoft
hCentral (formerly LinkExchanne) and .SrrrsetCl,cks

Deborah Edthuber, owner of Prairie Frontier, a
sinail c-ompanv selling wildflower and prairie-grass

seed, uses a banner exchange program to drive traffic

!i un company's Web site. Through the exchange,

Edihuber places her banner ads she creates herself

interstitial or pop-up---o
Separate window of advertising
that pops open spontaneously,
blocking the size behind it.

on several ilo:c'n ai't'/s'nwg 0111 pliiosgrophic sites. Prairie Frontier's Web site now draws

more than 1.700 hits  c/as'. man y ofthem from her banner exchange partners, "They definitely

—bring people ii' m y site." sa ys Edihuhe,; "and I can track the click-throughs." " 9

The primary disadvantage of banner ads is that Web users can easily ignore them. These ads

have become such a part of the Web page landScape that frequent u 	 Tisers dy tend so ignore

them. As this phenomena expand. Web designers scorch for the "best" page placement for ban-

ner ads, as well as any "bells and whistles" that will attract the In and encourage them to
click through. One newer form of Web advertising is more difficult to ignore. Known as an

interstitial or pop-up, this is a separate window of advertising that pops open spont-asteously,

blocking the site behind it. It is designed to grab consumers' attention for the few nanoseconds
it takes them to close the window. The danger, of course, is that the attention received is not

necessarily positive These ads are often perceived as an annoying intrusion. A slight variation

on this is the "pop-under" lil that immediately goes behind the active screen but stays open

until the browser window is closed.

cookies—small programs that
attach to users' computers when
they visit certain Web sites and that
track users' Web browsing
patterns.

full-page ads—ads that
download to users' Web svmoe,is
before they can access certain
Yvet, sees.

push technology ads—ads
that appear on users'screens
when they download information
such as news, sports, or
entertainment from another site.

c-malt advertising—
advertising in which companies
broadcast their advertising
messages via e-mail.

Cookies are small programs that attach to users' computers when they visit certain Web sites.

These programs track the locations users visit while in the site and use this electronic footprint to

send pop-up ads that would he of interest to the user. For Instance, a Web user who frequently

visits garden sites might find ads for garden tools and seed companies popping upon her screen.

Many Sites that require users to register before the y call enter are collecting information to create

cookie files. Cookies cannot access a user's computer, read sensitive information such as credit

card numbers or passwords. or send such data hack to the company that created the cookie. Nor

can 1hel alter the tiles on a computer's hard drive. Cookies can, however, track users' Web

browsing patterns, revealing which pages they view and how often they view them. Because
cookies record users' Well and habits transparently(and usually without users' express per-

mission), their use has become somewhat conlriivr'siaL Some companies use the information

they glean from cookies to make inferences about customers' interests and then target ads at

them based on those inferenecs.
Full-page ads are those that download to Web users' screens before they can access certain

Web sites. They are common on Popular game sites that attract it volume of Web traffic.

Push technology ads appear on users' screens when the y download information such as news,

sports, or entertainment from another site. For instance, a Web user downloading sports tnfor-

matron might recCivc an ad for uthicijcsjnocs orT-shirss with the infornsatton. One advantage ol

Web advertising is its ability to track the results that an ad produces. Web technology allows

advertisers to count the number of visitors to a site and to track the number of people who actu--

all y click on the ads placed there.

With more than ISO million users, e-mail is. the most common application on the Internet, and

e-mail advertising capitalizes on that ipo!smnty. E-mail advertising, in wh i ch companies
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broadcast their advertising messages via e-mail, grew from just 3 percent of total Web advertis-

ing expenditures to 15 percent in 200330 E-mail advertising takes two forms: permission e-mail

and spain. As its name suggests, permission e-mail involves sending e-mail ads to customers
with their permission; spam is unsolicited commercial e-mail. Approximately 20 percent of all

e-mail in the United States is commercial, and it is split evenly between permission e-mail and
spam. 3 ' Because most e-mail users see spam as a nuisance, they often view companies that use

it ("spanimers") in a negative light. Entrepreneurs would be wise to exclude spam front

Web advertising plans. However, permission e-mail can be an effective—and money-saving-
advertising tool. Although a banner ad's response rate is just I to 5 percent, permission e-mail
messages often produce response rates of 25 percent 32 The cost for traditional direct-mail cam-
paigns ranges from $1 to $2 per piece compared to only $0.01 to $025 per piece for e-mail.33

For an online advertisement to be really effective consumers must want to receive the mes-

sage. When Customers request information, it is referred to as opt-in e-mail. The return com-
tnun1catons shouki be personal and relevant and respect the reader.

Building an e-mail list simply requires attention to the basics of marketing. The goal is to have

qualified potential buyers identify themselves to you by sharing their e-mail addresses. Successful

marketers offer rewards to those willing to share their e-mail addresses. The reward may be a one-

time discount, special offer, special report, entry in a sweepstakes, or drawing for a prize. Once a

small company obtains potential customers' e-mail addresses, the next step is to send a message

that is useful and of interest to them. The message must be geared to their interests and should show
how your product or service ss-ill satisfy their needs or wants.

Many companies have success with creative e-mail newsletters sent to customers.

permission e-mail—
commercial e-mail sent to
customers with their COriSettL

spam—unsolicited commercial
e-mail.

Fo,- example, Paul Frederick, a maker o,/fine men's shirts, sends a weekly e-mail newsletter to
customers (with their permission) the: covers ecci-inhuig from fashion dos and don'ts to the
hottest new styles. The electronic newsletter contains links to the company s Web sire, where cus-
tomers can browse through the catalog, use the Create l'dur Shirt" feature to design their own
shirts, and rake advantage of special deals for online customers. The combination of its e-mail
advertising campaign and its user-friendly Wpb site gives Paul Frederick an edge over its rivals.

Entrepreneurs can test e-mail promotions and online advertising messages to ensure maxi-

mum impact, just as is done with print material, only faster and at little cost. Too often, business

owners simply assume that they know how to promote their products or services and never test
various messages for effectiveness in producing new sales. Entrepreneurs can test a variety of

messages using different product discounts to test the pt-ice sensitivity of the market, free gift
offers, e-mail formats, or even a ' Shard' sell versus a "soft" sell. If you don't experiment, you
will never gain additional knowledge of customers that allows for the implementation of suc-
cessful e-mail marketing.35

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING. National advertisers have long used outdoor ads. This medium is

proving to be popular among small firms (especially retailers) as well. Spending on outdoor ads is grow-
ing at a rate faster than that of most other media at nearly 10 percent a year. Very fw small businesses
rely solel y on outdoor advertising; instead, they supplement other advertising media with billboards.

With a creative outdoor campaign, a small company can make a big impact--even on a small budget.
Outdoor advertising offers certain advantages to the small business:

Hi'h rsrpo.cure. Outdoor advertising offers a high-frequenc y exposure; studies suggest that the
typical billboard reaches an adult 29 to 31 times each month. Most people tend to follow the
same routes in their daily traveling , sod billboards are there waiting for thcui when the y pass by.
Broad reach. The nature of outdoor ads makes them effective devices for reaching a large number
of potential customers within a specific area. Not only has the number of cars on the road
increased, but the number of daily vehicle trips people take has also climbed. In addition, the peo-
ple outdoor ads reach tend to be younger, wealthier, and better educated than the average person.

Elexibilirt. Advertisers can buy outdoor advertistag uuiib separately or in a number of pack-
ages. Through its variety of graphics, design, and unique features, outdoor advertising enables
the small advertiser to match his message to the particular audience.

Cost efficiency. Outdoor advertising offers one of the lowest ciots per thousand customers
reached of all advertising media. Experts estimate the cost per thousand viewers (C'PM) for out-
door ads is about $2, compared to $5 for drive-time radio spots, $9 for ma g azine ads , sod $lO to
$20 for newspaper ads and prime-time television spots .36
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Outdoor ads also have several disadvantages:

Brief exposure. Because billboards are immobile, the reader is exposed to the advertiser's mes-
sage for only a short time—.-typically no more than five seconds. As a result, the message must
be short and to the point.

Limited ad recall. Because customers often are zooming past outdoor ads at high speed,
they are exposed to an advertising message very briefly, which limits their allity to retain
the message.

Legal restrictions. Outdoor billboards are subject to strict regulations and to a high degree of
standardization. Many cities place limitations on the number and type of signs and billboards
allowed along the roadside.

Lack ofprominence. A clutter of billboards and signs along a heavily traveled route tends to
reduce the effectiveness of a single ad that loses its prominence among the crowd of billboards.

L!S!9c OU TDOOR ADS. Uuiii the 1990s, billboards were mostly hand-painted. Today,
however, technology has changed the face of outdoor advertising dramatically. Computerized
painting techniques render truer, crisper, and brighter colors and have improved the quality of
outdoor ads significantly. Vinyl surfaces accept print-quality images and are extremely durable.
Digital technology, three-dimensional effects, computerized lighting, and othcr adv es allow
companies to create animated, continuous motion ads that really capture viewers' attention at
reasonable costs. Because the outdoor ad is stationary and the viewer is in motion, a small busi-
ness owner must pay special attention to its design. An outdoor ad should:

• Identify the product and the company clearly and quickly,

• Use a simple background. The background should not compete with the message.

• Rciy on iaie illustrations that lump out at the viewer

• Include clear, legible type. All lowercase or a combination of uppercase and lowercase letters
work best. Very bold or very thin typefaces become illegible at a distance.

• Use black-and-white desigiss. Research shows that black-and-white outdoor ads are more effec-
tive than color ads. If color is important to the message, pick color combinations that contrast
both hue and brightness—for example, black on yellow.

• Emphasize simplicity: short copy and short words are best. Don't try to cram too much Onto a
billboard. One study found that ads with fewer than eight words were most effective, and those
containing more than 10 words were least effective

• Be located on the right-hand side of the highway.

One of the latest trends in outdoor advertising is "talking billboards." The text directs view-
ers to tune into a specific radio frequency, where they hear a short commercial. Those who tune
in hear jokes, skits, and, of course, a commercial for the company and its products. Underwear
maker Joe Boxer uses talking billboards with a great deal of success 31

Entrepreneurs are finding other creative ways to use outdoor advertising to get their messages
across to customers. Tom Scott and Tom First, cofounders of Nantucket Nectars, send "mobile
marketing squads" out in purple Winnebagos emblazoned with the company's logo to conceits,
races, football games, and other events, where they hand out free samples of Nantucket Nectars'
products. 38 Beach 'N Billboard, a small company in New Jersey, will imprint company logos
and advertisements into the sand at the beach. Some companies now even advertise their prod-
ucts and services using stickers on pieces of fruit sold in grocery stores!39

TRANSIT ADVERTISING. Transit advertising includes advertising signs inside and outside
some 70,000 public transportation vehicles throughout the country's urban areas. The medium
is likely to grow as morecities look to public transit systems to relieve transportation problems.
Transit ads offer a number of advantages:

Wide coverage Transit advertising offers advertisers mass exposure to a variety of customers.
The message literally goes to where the people are. This medium also reaches people with a
wide variety of demographic characteristics.

Repeal exposure. Transit ads provide repeated exposure to a message. The typical transit rider
averages 24 rides per month and-Spends 61 minutes per day riding.
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Love cost. Even small business owners with limited budgets can afford transit advertising. One
study shows that transit advertising costs average only $0.30 per thousand.40
Flexibility. Transit ads come in a wide range of sizes, numbers, and duration. With transit ads,
an owner can select an individual market or any combination of markets across the country.

Transit ads also have several disadvantages:

Generality. Even though a small business can choose the specific transit routes on which to
advertise, it cannot target a particular segment of the market through transit advertising. The
effectiveness of transit ads depends on the routes that public vehicles travel and on the people
they reach, which, unfortunately, the advertiser cannot control.

Ltm,ien' appeal. Unlike many media, transit ads are not beamed into the potential customer's res-
idence or business. The result is that customers cannot keep them for future reference. Also, these
ads do not reach with great frequency the upper-income, highly educated portion of the market.
P-f rncasegc. Transtt ads do tint poiririt die sinaji advertiser to present a detailed description or
a demonstration of the product or service for sale. Although inside ads have a relatively long
exposure (the average ride lasts 22.5 minutes), outside ads must be brief and to the point.

DIRECTORIES. Directories are an important advertising medium for reaching those cus
trrmirs who have already made purchase decisions. Tire directory simply helps these customers
locate the specific product or service they have decided to buy. Directories include telephone
books, industrial or trade guides, buyer guides, annuals, catalog files, and yearbooks that list
various businesses and the products they sell.

Directories offer several advantages to advertisers:

Prime prospects. Directory listings reach customers who are prime prospects, because they have
already decided iii purchase. an steso, The drrcctory just helps them find who they are lookin g for.
Long life. Directors listings usually have long live,s.A typical directory may be published annually.

However, there are certain disadvantages to using directories:

Lack of flexibi/ir,. Listings and ads in many directories offer only a limited variet y of design
features. Business owners may not be as free to create unique ads as in other printed media.

Ad clutter. In many directories, ads from many companies are clustered together so closely that
no single ad stands out from the rest.

Ohsole,teence. Because directories are commonly updated only annually, some of their listings
become obsolete. This is a problem for a small finit that changes its name, location, or phone number.

When choosing a directory, the small business owner should evaluate several criteria:

• Corople:eness. Dries the directory include enough listings that customers will use it?
• Co,,s'eniesrt'e. Are the listings well organized and convenient? Are they cross-referenced?
• Eisdence oJ use. To what extent do customers actually use the directory? What evidence of use

does the publisher offer?

• Age. Is the directory well established and does it have a good reputation?

• Circulation. Do users pay for the directory or do they receive complimentary copies? Is there an
and ted circulation statement?

TRADE SHOWS. Trade shows provide manufacturers and disu-ibuwrs with a unique oppor-
tunity to advertise to a preselected audience of potential customers who are inclined to buy.
Literally thousands of trade shows are sx,uinred each year, and calet'ufly evaluating and select.-
ing a few shows can produce profitable results for a business owner. A study by the Center for
Exhibition lndttstrv Research found that trade show success does not depend on ho's much an
exhibitor spends, instead, success is a function of planning, preparation, and follow-up .4t

Trade shows offer the following advantages:

A natural market, Trade shows bring together buyers and sellers in a setting where products can
he explained. demonstrated, and handled. Comparative shopping is easy, and the buying process
is more efficient.

Preselected audte,ru-e Trade exhibits attract potential customers with a specific interest in the goods
or ser.tues being displayed. There is a high probability that these pospecEs will 	 a purchase.
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New customer market. Trade shows offer exhibitors a prime opportunity to reach new cus-
tomers and to contact people who are not accessible to sales representatives.

Cost advantage. As the cost of making a field sales call continues to escalate, more companies are
realizing that trade shows are an economical method for making sales contacts and presentations.

There are, however, certain disadvantages associated with trade shows:

Increasing costs. The cost of exhibiting at trade shows is rising quickly. Registration fees, travel
and setup costs, sales salaries, and other expenditures may be a barrier to some small firms.

Wasted effort. A poorly planned exhibit ultimately costs the small business more than its bene-
fits are worth. Too many firms enter exhibits in trade shows without proper preparation, and
they end up wasting their time, energy, and money on unproductive activities.

To avoid these disadvantages, business owners should:

• Fstobltsh objectivea for the show. Do you wâi to geiicrase 100 new sales leads, make new prod-
uct presentations to 500 potential customers, or make $5,000 in sales?

• Communicate with key potential customers before the show; send them invitations or invite them
to stop by your booth for a special gift.

• Make your display memorable. Be sure your exhibit shows your company and its products or ser-
vices in the best light.

• Have knowledgeable salespeople staffing the booth. Research shows that the most important fac-
tor to trade show attendees is knowledgeable. friendly, professional people tending the exhibit 47

• Demonstrate your product or service; let customers see it in action.

• Learn to distinguish between serious customers and "tire-kickcrs'

• Distribute literature that clearly communicates the product or service sold

• Project a piofusion,a imitage at ad times.

• Follow up promptly on sales leads. The most common mistake trade show participants make is
failing to follow up on the sales leads the show generated If you are not going to follow up leads,
why bother to attend the show in the first place'.'

SPECIALTY ADVERTISING. As advertisers have shifted their focus to "narrowcasting"
their rnessagee to target audiences and away from "broadcasting,' specialty advertising has
grown in popularit y. Advertisers now spend more than $3 billion annually on specialty items.
This category includes all customer gift items imprinted with the company's name, address,
telephone number, and slogan. Specialty items are best used as reminder ads to supplement
ether forms of advertising and help to create goodwill among existing and potential customers

Specialty advertising offers several advantages:

Reaching select audiences. Advertisers have the ability to reach specific audiences with well.
planned Specialty Items.

For instance. Coeliart Refractories corporation wanted to increase the number of steel execu-
tives readied at u ti-ode show. The co/spun mailed the trrecmstis'es invitations in a box contain-
ing is set of radio earphones, lo gel the radio (without which the carp/tones were useless), the
executives had to stop by Corharr's booth An overflow crov-'d stopped to get their radios,

- imprinted with Corhari's logo. 43

Personalized nature. By carefully choosin g a specialty item , a business owner can "personal-
ize" his advertisement. When choosing advertising specialties, a small business owner should
use items that are unusual, related to the nature of the business, and meaningful to customers.

i4ruriiiry. The rich versatility of specialty advertising is limited only by the business owner's
imagination. Advertisers print their logos on everything from pens and scarves to wallets and caps.

There are disadvantages to specialty advertising:

Potential for waste. Unless the owner chooses the appropriate specialty item, he will be wasting
h i s t!me and money. The options are viivaily ,nfluitc.
Costa. Some specialty items can be quite expensive. Plus, some owners have a tendency to give
advertising materials to any one--even to those who are not potential customers.

POINT-OF-PURCHASE ADS. iti.the last several years, in-store advertising has become
more popular as a way of reaching the customer at a crucial moment—the point of pur-
chase. Resea,ch suggests that consumers make 66 percent of all buying decisions at the
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point of sale. Self-service stores are especially well sui'ièd for in-store ads because they
remind people of the products as they walk the aisles. These in-store ads are not just blasé
signs or glossy photographs of the product in use. Some businesses use in-store music
interspersed with household hints and, of course, ads. Another ploy involves tiny devices
that sense when a customer passes by and triggers a prerecorded sales message. Other
machines emit scents—chocolate chip cookies orpifia coladas—to appeal to passing cus-
tomers' sense of smell. 45 Joe Boxer now sells its boxer shorts in pop-top aluminum cans
from vending machines that use motion sensors to detect passing shoppers. When trig-
gered. the machine talks to customers, with comments including, "Hey you! Hey you!
Have you changed your underwear lately?" 46

In sum, small business owners have an endless array of advertising tools, techniques, and
media available to them. Even postage stam ps, bathroom walls, sidc rf cows, and parking
meters offer advertising space! Table 8.6 summarizes the different advertising media and their
suitability for reaching particular customer groups.

PREPARING AN ADVERTISING BUDGET

One of the most challenging decisions confronting a small business owner is how much to
nvest in advertising. The amount the owner wants to spend and the amount the firm can afford

to spend on advertising usually differ significantly. There are four methods of determining an
advertising budget: what is affordable; matching competitors; percentage of sales: and objec-
tive and task.

4c Discuss dw6w,
- basic methods fta
- preparing n advertlslrtg

budget.

YOU Béthe
Consultant...
Fat Free But Not Famous—Yet
When the was in college, Candace Venice was a french fry
fsnic, but she watied about the fat content of fries cooked
the tradiSional way. "1 waited and waited f or someone to create
fat-free fi-enc fries, but no one did," recalls Vanice "So, I got
busy in my own kitchen, i explored a great number of
aproaries that did nut work. but one recipe showed great
promise." That recipe was based on her mother's recipe for
ciispy french toast, a dish Varuce had enjoyed while growing
up. After much experimenting with seascmaags, Vanice created
french fries that tasted as good as the ones at fast-food restau-
rants but with one. major advantage: They contained no fat!

in 1994, Vanice applied for and received a patent for her
fas-free fries, and the lanadied m company, Marvel LLC, to
market them. She quickly learned that breaking into the food
business and getting a new product on grocers' shelves is no
easy task. To gain widespread acceptance in sumarke*s, a
new product needs a food broker to push it. The problem 27-
year-old Vanice faced was that both fond tenk and taper-
markets are reluctant to carry products that are not supported
by big-time marketing and advertising campaigns. Vamce's
company, like most fledgling start-ups, did not have the finan-
cial resources to launch an extensive advetissing progmam.

Vanice had faith in her product, however, and
believed that customers would flock to buy hr fat-11W

fries once they tasted them. She contacted several super-
markets in her hometown of Kansas City and started
handing out free Samples. She also hired a sampling
agency to give away free product samples in stores in the
surrounding area. As Vanice and the sampling agency

I handed out fries, they collected customer feedback, ask-
ing people to till out surveys about the fries. According

I to customers, her fries were an overwhelming bit! The
only remaining question was how to raise She visibility

I. of 8th Wonder Fat Free Fries enough to convince food
brokers and supermarkets to carry them. That would be a
challenge because Marvel LEC had practically no money
for advertising.

1. Work with a team of your classmates to develop a cre-
ative advertising and promotional plan for Marvel L1.C.
What unique selling proposition should Vanice use'

2. Now should Vanice use publicity to draw attention to her
8th Wonder Fat Free Fries?

3. According to one marketing expert, "A product can be
copied or imitated, but a brand cannot." What can entrepre-
neurs such as Candace Vanice do to build brand name
recognition when they do not have the advertising budgets
large companies have?

Sm,rva. Adapted from Don Debalsk. "French Twist," Reineo Saa-r-

Ups, November 1999, pp. 75-SI; Marvel LLC. www.faifrsefries.com ;
Sbnyl Nanee-Nash."Making a Name tor Your Brand," Fomaw, July

1 20, i99&pp. I'8[Lj-l56[M].
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Advertising Media Comparison

Chart	 I 
Media	 Coverage

Newspapers	 Selected geographic coverage. Entire
city or metropolitan area with
major newspapers. Single town with
smaller, weekly papers.

Radio	 Market area radio station serves.
Stations formats range from
country and easy listening to rap
and golden oldies.

Special Characteristics

Top advertising medusi attracts shout
23% of advertising expenditures.

Ability to reach almost any market by
Choosing proper stst,on.The
average household has 5.6 radios.
and 95 percent of the cars In the
United States have radios.

Television	 I Market area TV station serves; could	 Powerful medium; especially effective
be iocai (cable; or na000sl (major 	 at reaching younger, less educated
network),	 audiences.

Direct mail

World Wide Web
wv

Outdoor advertising

Traaas.t advertising

Directories

Trade shows

Specialty advertising

Special events and
promotions	 -

Polnt-of.purchaae ads

Local magazines typically cover a
particular city or region.

Advertiser chooses the audience.

Anyone in the world who is wired to
the WVVW

Ranges from a neighborhood to an
entire metropolitan area.

Urban areas.

Customers who have already made a
purchase decision.

Preselected audience.

Advertiser chooses the audience.

Advertiser chooses the audience.

Existing customers

Magazines usually target specific
audiences from wealthy swncr, of
country estates to low-income
apartment dwellers.

An effective advertising medium for
small companies In virtually any
business.

Reaches upscale, well-educated
consumers anywhere in the world.

An excellent medium to supplement
other forms of advertisin5

Typically does not reach upper.
income. well-educated audience. -

Many directories available the key is
picking the right ones.

Potential customers ste inclined to buy.

Allows advertiser to "flat rowcast"
message rather than broadcast it

Allow advertiser maximum flexibility
and creativity In ads.

Two-thirds of buying decisions are
made at the point of sale.

Under the what-is-affordable in'tetijt,d, the owner sees advertising as a luxury. She views

advertising completely as an expense, not as an investment that produces sales and profits in the
future. Fherefore, as the name implies, management spends whatever it can afford on advertis-
ing. Too often, the advertising budget is allocated funds after all other budget items have been
financed. The result is an inadequate advertising budget. This method also fails to relate the
advertising budget to the advertising objective.

Another approach is to match the advertising expenditures of the firm's competitors,
either in a flat dollar amount or as a percentage of sales. This method assumes that a firm's
advert i sing needs and strategies are the same as those of its competitors. Although com-

petitors' actions can be helpful in establishing a floor for advertising expenditures, relying
on this technique can lead to blind imitation instead of a budget suited to the small firm's
circumstances.
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Advantages	 Dhadvang*ges	 ,	 Tlp

Extensive coverage; low absolute and relative 	 Blanket coverage means some ads are wasted	 Research newspapers reader profile; focus on
costs; timeliness, 	 on those who are not potential customers;	 placing ads in proper sections.

-	 limited reproduction quality significant ad
clutter.	 -

Universal infiltration; radio ads are more 	 Need to repeat ads for effectiveness; no visual 	 Malt, sure stations listener profile matches
"active" than print ads, giving advertisers the 	 possibilities; brief ads mean limited message	 company's target audience Keep ad copyability, to be more creative with ads,	 potential,	 simple.

Visual advantage—advertiser can show Brief exposure to ads, often because of	 Consider irifomercials.They may be obnoxious
cust6mers product or service benefits; cable 	 zapping creating TV commercials can be 	 to many, but they work, if properly done Try
stations bring TV ads into price ranges that 	 expensive. 	 - to evoke emotion in ads.
small businesses can afford,

Long He spans for ads,  most magazines have	 Long dosing times for ads require advance	 As in newspaper advertising, proper placement
multiple readers; high ad quality, 	 planning; ad clutter can reduce ads' 	 is the key. Left-hand pages are better.

effectiveness.

Ability to select a specific audience and tailor a 	 Will become junk mail if improperly targeted; 	 Plan direct-mail ads so that you can measure
message to it; captures reader's attention, at 	 high relative cost because of low response 	 results; use catchy words—free save, new.least for a moment.	 -.	

races,_______Attracove audience pro 1ile. esp:d growth cf 	 Audience may bypass ads without ever seeing	 Make site Interactive. If possib!e; games.
the Vv'vVSV as a marketing tool; ability to 	 them; advertising clutter is a problem and 	 ponIes, and contests can be effective draws.
use full-color, sound, animation. etc. 	 will grow as \VYVW use grows.

Multiple exposures: a bargain because of its	 Brief exposure requires limited messages; lack 	 Keep ads short and simple; use clear, legible
low relative cost	 of prominence. 	 -	 type

Wide coverage and repeat exposure to ads: 	 Difficulty in reaching specific target audiences; 	 Use contrasting colors and designs that give
low relative cost.	 brief exposure requires limited message. 	 ads a two-dimensional appearance

Target prime prospects; long ad life. 	 Danger of listing or directory becoming	 Design ad so that it stands out from the
obsolete; ad clutter, 	 crowd.

Ample time for persona l selling; ability to 	 l-4rgh cost of traveling to show, setting up. and 	 Make the most of stales time and follow up
demonstrate products,	 staffing booth,	 leads

Ability to teach specific audience and Co	 Potential for waste and high costs. 	 . lSpecialty items should prompt customer
personalize the message.  

	 real!.
Reach some customers when all other 	 Require time to plan and coordinate; can be 	 j Creativity is a must if a specialty promotion is

attempts fail.	 expensive. 	
4	

to be successftil
Reach customer at a crucial moment the	 Requ're customers to come into the business 	 Capture the customer's attention first; then

point of purchase.	 first.	 sell

The most co'.nrtonly used method i.iI estahiishiri g an advertising budget is the simple
percentage-of-sales approach. This method relates advertising expenditures to actual sales
results. Tying advertising expenditures to sales is generally preferred to relating them to profits
because sales tend to fluctuate less than profits. One expert suggests a useful rule of thumb
when establishing an advertising budget: 10 percent of projected sales the first year in business:
7 percent the second year; and at least 5 percent each year after that. Relying totally on such
broad rules can be dangerous, however. They may not be r epresentative of a srn;ifl company's
advertising needs.

The objective-and-task method is the most difficult and least used technique for establishing
an advertising budget. It also is the method [host often recommended by advertising experts.
With this method, an Owner links advertisi p,g ettpendirurcs to spccific objectives. Although the
previous methods break down the total amount of funds allocated to advertising. the task
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method builds up the advertisin g funds by analyzing what it will cost to accoflpli5h these
objectives. For example, suppose that a manager 'ants to boost sales of a particular product 10
percent by attracting local college students. He may determine that a nearby rock radio station
would be the best medium to use. Then he must decide on the number and frequency of the ads
and estimate their costs.

A manager follows this same process for each advertising objective. A common problem
with the method is the tendency for the manager to be overly ambitious in setting advertising
objectives, which leads to unrealistically high advertising expenditures. The manager may he
forced to alter objectives, or the plans to reach them, to bring the advertising budget hack to a
reasonable level. However, the plan can still he effective.

Most small companies find it useful to plan in advance their advertising expenditures on a
weekly basis. This short-term planning ensures a more consistent advertising effort throughout
the year. A calendar like the one pictured in Figure 8.3 can be one of the most valuable tools in
planning a small company's advertising program. The calendar enables the owner to prepare
for holidays and special events, to monitor actual and budgeted expenditures, and to ensure that
ads are scheduled on the appropriate media at the proper times.

ADVERTISE BIG ON A SMALL BUDGET
S.	 The typical small business does not have the luxury of an unlimited advertising budget. Most
methods for stm-ching 	 cannot afford to hire a professional ad agency. This does not mean, however, that a small com-
a small busaness - 	 pany should assume a second-class advertising posture. Most advertising experts say that,
OWner8aovervalng	 unless a small company spends more than 510.000 a year on advertising, it probably doesn't
budget need an ad agency. For most, hiring freelance copywriters and artists on a per-project basis is a

much better bargain. With a little creativity and a dose of ingenuity, small business owners can
stretch their advertising dollars and make the most of what they spend. Three useful techniques
to do this are cooperative advertising, shared advertising, sort publicity.

cooperative advertising--
a,, arrangement in which a	 Cooperative Advertising
manufacturing company shares
the cost of advertising with a	 In cooperative advertising, a manufacturing company shares the cost of advertising with a

small retailer if the retailer	 small retailer if the retailer features its products in those ads. Both the manufacturer and the

features Its products in those ads,	 retailer get more advertising per dollar by sharing expenses.
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David Lang, owner of a small lawn equipment store, purchases his inventory from io different

manufacturers, nine of whom offer cooperative advertising programs. "Without (the manufac-

turers' help), we could only spend $20,000 a year [on advertising]," says Lang. "But now we

can spend $40,000 because we're getting $20,000 back_"

Unlike Lang, who uses every dollar of cooperative advertising available to him, most small
business owners fail to take advantage of manufacturers' cooperative advertising programs.
Manufacturers, whose products cover the enure retail spectrum, make available an estimated
$15 billion of co-op ad dollars each year; yet, more than two-thirds of it goes unusedl

Barbara Malki, co-owner of Cahaba Cycles, is now a believer in the power of cooperative	 -

advertising, although she admits that she has not always been. "Two years ago," she says, "1
usc ever

was leaving co-op money on the table. I'm more a perp.cth,' about 't 	 [Now)!...

co-op dollar." Cahaba Cycles recoups about io percent of its annual adver
t
ising budget

through cooperative advertising.49

Shared Advertising

In shared advertising, a group of similar businesses forms a syndicate to produce generic ads
that allow the individual businesses to dub in local information. The technique is especially
useful for small businesses that sell relatively standardized products or services such as legal
assistance, autos, and furniture. Because the small firms in the syndicate pool their funds, the
iesuit usually is higher-quality ads and sianificantly lower production costs.

Other cost-saving suggestions for advertising expenditures include the following:

.shared advertising—on
arrangement in which a group of
similar businesses fbms a
syndicate to produce generic ads
mat allow the irxueduol
businesses to dub in loco!
information.

Repeat ads that have been succe.csfisl. In addition to reducing she cost of ad preparation, this

may create a consistent image in a small firm's advertising program.

Use identical ads in different media. If a billboard has been an effective advertising tool, an

OWeT 500050 mesirr converting it to a newspaper or magazine ad or a direct-mail flyer.

Hire independent copywriters, graphic designers, photographers, and other media specialists.
Many small businesses that cannot afford a full-time advertising staff buy their advertising ser-
vices a Is carte. They work directly with independent specialists and usually receive high-
quality work that compares favorably to that of advertising agencies without paying a fee for

overhead.
Concen,rate advertising during times when customers are most likely to buy. Some small busi-

ness owners make the mistake of spreading an	 adveiusmg budget eventy—and

thinly—over a i2-mc	 seioi

As we discussed earlier in this chapter, the press can be either a valu-

able friend or a fearsome foe to a any business, depending on how well the owner handles her
firm's public gelations. Too often, entrepreneurs take the attitude. "My business is too small to
be concerned about public relations." However, wise small business managers recognize that
investing time and money in .ps'. relations benefits both the community and the company.

The commi'nity gain	 support of a good business citizen, and the company earns a positive

imag" :r the marketnlace.
Many small businesses rely on media attention to get noticed, and getting that attention

takes a coordinated effort. Public relations doesn't just happen; an owner must work at get-
ting her company noticed by the media. Although publicity may not be free, it definitely can
lower the company's advertising expenditures and still keep its name before the public.

Because small companies' advertising budgets are limited, public relations takes on signifi-

cant importance.

Bob Mayberry, a car dealer in Monroe, North Carolina, recently bought a 1961 Ford squad car

like the one used on the .tg6os hit 71/series The Andy Griffith Show. Not only does the car lure

potential customers onto his lot, but it also has gotten the dealership into several newspaper

articles. "We have sold a lot of cars from it," says Maybe rry.5°
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One successful public relations technique is cause marketing, in which a small business
sponsors and promotes fund-raising activities of nonprofit groups and charities while raising its
own visibility in the community.

For example, during the Muscular Dystrophy Associations annual telethon, a local shop,
Cookies Cook 'n, donated over loo pounds of cookies and brownies to feed telephone volunteers.
Several giant cookies were auctioned off during the telethon, and the small cookie shop's name
was mentioned frequentl y. Cookies Cook'n got more television exposure for donating these
cookies than it could have gotten spending its entire advertising budget on TV commerrials. 51	 '

cause marketing—an
arrangement in which o small
business sponsors and promotes
fund-raising activities of non pro fit
groups and charities while raising
its own risibility in the community.

PRICING:A CREATIVE BLEND OF ART AND SCIENCE

Deciding how and where to advertise is not the only key to marketing success; small busi-
ness owners also must determine prices for their goods and services that will draw cus-
tomers and produce a profit. Unfortunately, too many small business owners set prices
according to vague, poorly defined techniques or even hunches. Price is an important factor
in the relatio n s h

ip with custoine i s, and haphazard-pricing techniques can confuse and alien-
ate customers and endanger a firm's profitability. Setting prices is not only one of the tough-
est decisions small business owners' face, but it also is one of the most important. Improper
pricing has destroyed countless businesses when owners mistakenly thought their prices
were sufficient to generate a profit.

Price is the monetary value of a product or service in the marketplace: it is a measure of
what the customer must exchange in order to obtain Various goods and services. As the
media continuously reinforces, this IS an era where shoppers seek value for tueir money.
Price also is a signal of a product's or service's value to an individual, and different cus-
tomers assign different values to the same goods and services. Front owner's viewpoint,
price must be compatible with the customer's perception of value, "Pricing is not just a
math problem," says one business writer. "It's a psychology test." 52 The psychology of
pricing is an art much more than it is a science. Value often becomes what the customer
perceives it to be. For example, price reflects this notion of perceived value nowhere better
than that of the products of the Swiss watch industry, Roles, Cartier. Patek Philippe,
Choparcl, Tone. Blanepain, and Corum are legendary brands of ultrapremiuni handmade
watches selling from $iO,000to $50,000. Owning one of these watches is a mark of finan-
cial success, y et each is less accurate at keeping time than a $10 quartz-driven Tionex.53A
similar example of price insensitivity can be found in fountain pens. In recent years,
Renaissance Pen Company has marketed pens made from gold and platinum and encrusted
with diamonds selling for as much as $230,000. Or how about one that contains the crvs-
tallized DNA of Abraham Lincoln for Only $ 1,65()? 54 Value for these examples is not found
in superior technical performance but rather in their scarcity and uniqueness. Although
entrepreneurs must recognize the shallow depth of the market for such ultraluxury items,
the ego-satisfying ownership of limited-edition watches, pens, cars, jewelry, and so on is
the psychological force supporting this pricing strategy.

Two Potent Forces: Image and Competition
PRICE CONVEYS IMAGE. A company's pricing policies communicate important informa-
tion about its overall image to customers. For example, the prices charged by a posh men's
clothing store reflect a completely different image from those charged by a factory outlet.
Customers look at prices to determine what type of store they are dealing with. High prices
frequently convey the mdea mO qualtty. prestige, and uniqueness to the customer. Accordingly,
when developing a marketing approach to pricing, a small business manager must establish
prices that are compatible with what Its customers expect and are willing to pay. Too often,
small business owners underprice their goods and services, believing that low prices are the
only way they can achieve a competitive advantage. One study by the Copernicus consulting
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firm found that only 15 percent to 35 percent of customers consider price to be the chief cri-
tenon when selecting a product or service 15

A common mistake small business owners make is failing to recognize the extra value, con-

venience, service, and quality they give their customers—all things many customers are willing
to pay for. These companies fall into the trap of trying to compete solely on the basis of price

when they lack the sales volume—and, hence, the lower costs—of their larger rivals, It is a

recipe for failure. 'People want quality.' says one merchant selling upscale goods at upscale

prices. "They want value. But if you lower prices, they think that you are lowering the value
and lowering the quality." 56

Discounting the prices on its once popular Izod polo shirts nearly cost Lacoste its entire bus i-
,ies.s. Demand for the shirts, which sported a unique crocodile logo, slumped as prices fell.
Discounting had eroded the compan y 's distincrit'e image. Today. the company is trying to
rebuild its upscale imaw.e and the cache: yr /ts vhot, hr chnrging gre .hsm prices. Sales hose
been climbing.57

The secret to setting prices properly is based on understanding the firm's target market, the

customer groups at which the small company is aiming its goods or services. Target market,
husiness image, and price arc closely related.

For instance, (,rème de la Crème child care centers charge a staggering 514,000 a year in
tuition, compared to a national average tuition of ge400, and parents are clamoring so
enroll their children. (Some applicants have not even been conceived sr'S.') Despite its pee -
noun: prices. Crème de hitCrème had a six-month ituiting list in onl y its first sear he'll'h' did
tile conipalit' manage this spectacular ri'c,,rd? The A  is differe..itinririç itself jrora c'thcr

child care cc n;ccs and Oiui Jailing those differences to w1/-io-do parents sc/to itant only the
best for their preschool children. A Crème dc In Crème center feature ci 3.5 oo-s'ol,,mi'
library, a ninth lab, television and dante studios, and a stoic-of-rite-ar: timpute, lab. 7h—
compan y pav.s 40 percent above the norm for teachers, 90 percent of sham hai-'e college
decrees, co,n1uiied to just z percent nationwide. Spvcialied teachers handle important .tuh-

Jects such as music and foreign languages and keep the .stade,:t–teacher ratio low. Twenty
security monitors ensure students' safety as titer pla y tennis, stage plas•i in an open-air the-
ater, or frolic in nell- equipped plavs'rounds.

COMPETITION AND PRICES. When setting prices. business owners should take into account
their competitors prices, but they should not automatic-all y match or beat them. Two factors are
vital to study in g the effects of competition on the small firm's pricing policies: the location of

the competitor  and the nature of the competing goods. In most cases, unless a company can
differentiate the quality and the quantity of extras it provides, it must match the prices charged

by tiearbv competitors for identical items. For example, if a sell'-service station charges a nickel

more per gallon for gasoline than does another self-service station across the street, customers

will simpl y go across the Street to buy. Without the advantage of a unique business image—
qualit y of goods sold, value of services prosidcd. convenient location, favorable credit terms—

a sinail company, must match local competitors' prices or lose sales. Although the prices that

distant competitors charg e are not nearl y as critical to the small business as are those of local
compeIliors. it can he helpful to know them and to use them as reference points. Before match-
ing àfl coiiipeliiors prices, however, small business owners should consider the risal's

motoes. The compelition may be cstsh!i.shing its pi ice structure based on a unique set of crite-

ria and a totally different strategy.

The nature of the competitors' goods also influences the small firm's pricing policies. The

manager inusi recognize which ptoducts are suhstitntes for those he sells and then strive to

keep his pricer in line with them. For example. the local sandwich shop should consider the

hamhu:ge: rerlz'urartt. the iacc, shop. and the muusi beef shop as competitors because they all

sets c fast foods. Although none of them offers the identical menu of the sandwich shop.

they're all competing for the same quick meal dollar. Of course. if a small business can differ-
entiate its products or services hy creating a distinctive image in the consumer's mind, it can

charge prices higher than those of its competitors. Because competitors' prices can have a

A Company Example

A Company Example..-
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dramatic impact on a small company's own prices, entrepreneurs should make it a habit to
monitor their rivals' prices, especially on identical items.

Generally, small business managers should avoid head-to-head price competition with other
firms that can more easily achieve lower prices through lower cost structures. Most locally
owned drugstores cannot compete with the prices of large national drug chains. However, many
local drugstores operate successfully by using nonpnce competition; these stores offer more
personal service, free delivery, credit sales, and other extras that the chains have eliminated.
Nonprice competition can be an effective strategy for a small business in the face of larger,
more powerful enterprises, especially because there are many dangers in experimenting with
price changes. For instance, price shifts cause fluctuations in sales volume that the small firm
may not be able to tolerate. Also, frequent price changes may damage the company's image and
its customer relations.

One of the most deadly games a small business can get into with competitors is a price war.
Price wars can eradicatc cornpanie.' oufit margins and scar an entire industry for years.
"Many entrepreneurs cut prices to the point of unprofitabi!ity just to compete," says one busi-
ness writer. "In doing so, they open the door to catastrophe. Less revenue often translates into
lower quality, poorer service, sloppier salesmanship, weaker customer loyalty, and financial
disaster." 59 Price wars usually begin when one competitor thinks he can achieve higher vol
time instantaneously by lowering prices. Rather than sticking to their strategic guns, competi-
tors believe they must follow suit.

Entrepreneurs usually overestimate the power of price cuts, however. Sates volume
rarely rises enough to offset the lower profit margins of a lower price. If you have a 25 per-
cent gross profit margin, and you cut your price by 10 percent, you have to rou ghly triple
your sales volume just to break even. In a price war, a company may cut its prices so
seerely that is impossible to aimiese the volume necessary to offset the tower profit
margins. Even when price cuts work, their effects often are temporary. Customers lured by
the lowest price usually have almost no loyalt y to a business. The lesson: The best way to
survive a price war is to stay out of it by emphasizing the unique features, benefits, and
value your company offers its customers!

Setting prices with a customer orientation is more important than trying 10 choose the
ideal price for a product. In fact, for most products there is air price range, not a
single ideal price. This price range is the area between the price ceiling defined by Cus-
tomers in the market and the price, floor established by the firm's cost structure. A man-
ager's goal should be to position the firm's prices within this acceptable price range. The
final price that business owners set depends on the desired image they want to create for
the business in the customer's mind—discount, middle of the road, or prestige (see
Figure .4).

Setting appropriate prices requires more than just choosing a number based solely on intu-
ition. Rather, proper pricing policies re quire information, facts, and analysis. The factors that
small business owners must consider when determining the final price for goods and ser\ices
include the foliowing

Product/service costs

• Market factors—supply and demand

as Sales "olume

• ('orupetiterns pricc
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• The company's competitive advantage

a Economic conditions

• Business location

• Seasonal fluctuations

• Psychological factors

• Credit terms and purchase discounts

• Customers price sensitivity

• Desired image

Although business owners may not be able to charge the idea] price for a product or service,
the\ should set the price high enough to cover costs and earn a reasonable profit but low enough to
attract customers and generate an adequate sales volume. Furthermore, the right price today may
be eumpieLely iiiapplopri'dte tomorrow because of changing market and competitive conditions.
For many businesses, the pricing decision has become more difficult because the World Wide Web
gives customers access to incredible amounts of information about the prices of items ranging from
cars to computers. Increasingly. customers are using the Web to find the lowest prices available.

PRICING STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

There is no limit to the number of variations in pricing strategies and tactics. This wide variety
of options is exactly what allows the small business manager to be so creative. This section will
examine some of the more commonly used tactics under a variety of conditions. Pricing always
p lays a critical role in a fimi's overii strategy; pricing polictes must he compatible with a cU:i:-
pany's total marsettng plan.

Introducing a New Product
Most small business managers approach setting the price of a new product with it great deal of
apprehension because they have no precedent on which to base their decision. If the new prod-
uct's price is excessively high, it is in danger of failing because of low sales volume. However,
if its price is too low, the product's sales revereie might not cover costs. When pricing any new
product, the owner should try to satisfy three objectives:

I. Getting the product acceoted. No matter how unusual a product is, its price must be acceptable
to the firm's potential customers.

2. Maintaining market share as competition grows. if a new product is successful, competitors
win enter the market, and the small company must work to expand or at least maintain its mar-
ket share. Continuously reapplaising the product's price in conjunction with special advertising
and promotion techniques helps to retain a satisfacto ry market share.

I Famine siprofie. Obviousl y, a small firm must establish a price for the new product higher than
its cost. Er.trepreneurs should not introduce a new product at a price below cost because it is
much easier to lower a price than to increase it once the product is on the market.

Linda ('alden owner of Colder & ('alder Promotions, u compan y that produces trwde shows, Wt..'alt--
k,inscs how dijjjs'u/t it can he to raise prices. When she launched her company, Calder decided
to set her prisi' below the average price of competing trade show production companies
because she thought that would give her a competitive edge. "MY fee was so low... I sold out
but did nor make a profit," she sa) .s. Realizing her mistake, Colder raised prices in her second
scum but her customers balked. Her soles fell by 50 percent 60	 -

Sitmali business managers have three basic strategies to choose from when establishing a new
product's price: a penetration pricing strategy, a skimming pricing strategy, and a sliding-down-
the-demand-curve strategy.

MARKET PENETRATION. If a small business introduces a product into a highl y competitive
market in which a large number of similar products are competing for acce ptance, the prodticl
must penetrate the market to be successful. To gain quick acceptance and extensive distribution
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in the mass market, the finn should introduce the product with a low price. In other words, it
should set the price just above total Unit cost to develop a wedge in the market and quickly
achieve a high volume of sales. The resulting low profit margins may discourage other com-
petitors from entering the market with similar products.

In most cases, a penetration pricing strategy is used to introduce relatively low-priced goods
into a market with no elite segment and little opportunity for differentiation exists. The intro-
duction is usually accompanied by heavy advertising and promotional techniques. Special sales,
and discounts. Entrepreneurs must recognize that penetration pricing is a long-range strategy:
until Customers accept the product, profits are likely to be small. If the strategy works and the
product achieves mass market penetration, sales volume will increase, and the company will
earn adequate profits. The objectives of the penetration strategy are to break into the market
quickly, to generate a high sales volume as soon as possible, and to build market share. Many
consumer products, such as soap, shampoo, and lightbulbs, are introduced through penetration
pricing strategies.

SKIMMING. A skimming pricing strategy often is used when a company introduces a new
product into a market with little or no competition. Sometimes the firm employs this tactic
when introducing a product into a competitive market that contains an elite group that is able to
pay a higher price. Here a firm uses a higher-than-normal price in an effort to quickly recover
the initial desek,;,rnentai and promotional costs of the product. Start-up costs usually are sub-
stantial due to intensive promotional expenses and high initial production costs. The idea is to
set a price well above the total unit cost and to promote the product heavily in order to appeal
to the segment of the market that is not sensitive to price. Such a pricing tactic often reinforces
the unique, prestigious image of a store and projects a quality picture of the product. Another
advantage of this technique is that the owner can correct pricing mistakes quickly and easily. If
the firm sets a price that is too low under a ponetration strategy, raising the price earl be very
dtfficutt. If a firm using a skimming strategy sets a price too high to generate sifficient volume,
it call lower the price. Successful skimming strategies require a company to differenti-
ate its products or services from those of the competition, justifying the above-average price.

SLIDING DOWN THE DEMAND CURVE. One variation of the skimming price strategy is
called sliding down the demand curve. Using this tactic, the small company introduces a prod-
uct at a high price. Then technological advancements enable the firm to lower its costs quickly
and to reduce the product's price before its competition can. By beating other businesses in a
price decline, the small company discourages competitors and gradually, overtime, becomes a
high-voiumtie producer. Computers are a prime example of a product introduced at a high price
tliiit quickl y cascaded downward as companies forged important technological advances.

Sliding is a short-term pricing strategy that assumes that competition will eventually
emerge. But even if no competition arises, the small business almost always lowers the prod-
tict's price to attract a larger segment of the market. Yet, the initial high price contributes to a
rapid return of start-up costs and generates a pool of funds to finance expansion and technolog-
ical advances.

Pricing Established Goods and Services
Each of the followin g pricing tactics or techniques can become part of the toolbox of pricing
tactics entrepreneurs can use to set prices of established goods and services.

odd pricing—c pricing technique ODD PRICING, Although studies of consumer reactions to prices are mixed and generally
that sets prices that end in odd inconclusive, man y small hnsiness managers use the technique known as odd pricing. These
numbers to create the Psychological managers prefer to establish prices that end in odd numbers (5, 7, 9) because they believe that
impression of low prices, 	 merchandise selling for $1 2.95 appears to be much cheaper than the same item priced at

513.00. Psychological techniques such as odd pricing are designed to appeal to certain ens-
tumOr interests, but their effectiveness remains to he proven.

price lining—c technique that
sets die wine price for producsa 	 PRICE LINING. Price lining is  technique that greatly simplifies the pricing function
that have similar features and	 Under this system, the manager stocks merchandise in several different price ranges, or price
appear within the some tiri,	 lines. Each category of merchandise contains items that are similar in appearance, quality, cost,
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performance, or other features. For example, most music stores use price lines for their DVDs
and CDs to make it easier for customers to select items and to simplify stock planning. Most
lined products appear in Sets of three—good, better, and best—at prices designed to satisfy dif-
ferent market segment needs and incomes.

LEADER PRICING. Leader pricing is a technique in which the small retailer marks down leader pricing—a technique
the customary price (i.e., the price consumers are accustomed to paying) of a popular item in an that involves marking down the

attempt to attract more customers. The company earns a much smaller profit on each unit normal price of a popular item in

because the markup is lower, but purchases of other merchandise by customers seeking the CO attempt to attract more
leader item often boost sales and profits. In other words, the incidental purchases that con- customers who make incidental

somers make when shopping for the leader item boost sales revenue enough to offset a lower purchases of other items at

profit margin on the leader. Grocery stores frequently use leader pricing, 	
regular prices.

GEOGRAPHICAL PRICING. Small businesses whose pricin g decisions are greatly
affected by the costs of shipping merchandise to customers across a wide range of geographical
regions frequently employ one of the geographical pricing techniques. For these companies,
freight rxpenses comprise a substantial portion of the cost of doing business and may cut
deeply into already narrow profit margins. One type of geographical pricing is zone pricing, in
which a small cuoipaimy sells its merchandise at different prices to customers located in differ-
ent territories. For example, a manufacturer might sell at one price to customers east of the
Mississippi and at another to those west of the Mississippi. The United States Postal Service's
varying parcel post charges offer a good example of zone pricing. A small business must be
able to show a legitimate basis (e.g., differences in selling or transporting costs) for the price
discrimination or risk violating Section 2 of the Clayton Act.

Another variation of geographic pricin g is uniform delivered pricing, a technique in which
a flrm charges all of its customers the same price regardless of their location, even though the
cost of selling or transporting merchandise vanes. The firm calculates the proper freight
charges for each region and combines them into a uniform fee. The result is that local cus-
tomers subsidize the firm's charges for shipping merchandise to distant customers.

zone pricing—a technique
that involves setting different
prices for customers located in
different territories because of
different transportation costs.

de!ivered pricing —c
technique in which a company
charges all customers the some
price regardless of their locations

A final variation of geographical pricing is FOB-Factory, in which the small company FOB-Factory--a priong
sells its merchandise to customers on the condition that they pay all shipping costs. In this method in which a comronY sells

way, the company can set a uniform price for its product and let each customer cover the merchandise to customers on the
freight costs,	 condition that they pay all

OPPORTUNISTIC PRICING. When products or services are in short supply, customers are
willing to pay more for products they need. Some businesses use such circumstances to maxi-
mize short-term profits by engaging in price gouging. Many customers have little choice but to
pay the higher prices. Opportunistic pricing eny backfire, however, because customers know
that unreasonably high prices mean that a company is exploiting them, For example, after the
devastating Los Angeles earthquake, one convenience store jacked up prices on virtually every
item, selling small bottles of water for $8 each, Neighborhood residents had no choice but to
pay the higher prices. After the incident, many customers remembered the store's unfair prices
and began to shop elsewhere. The convenience store's sales slipped and never recovered.

DISCOUNTS. Many small business managers use discounts or markdowns-reductions
froiri n;mal list prices .—to move stale, outdated, damaged, or slow-moving merchandise. A
seasonal discount is a price reduction designed to encourage shoppers to purchase nerchan-
disc before an nipcom!n.g season. For instance. many retail clothiers offer special sies on win-
ter coats in midsummer. Some firms grant purchase discounts to special groups of customers,
such as senior citizens or students, to establish a faithful clientele and to generate repeat busi-
ness. For example, one small drugstore located near astate university offered a 10 percent stu-
dent discount on all purchases and was quite successful in developing a large volume of stu-
dent hiiir,i''is,

Multiple Unit pricing is a promotional technique that offers customers discounts if they
purchase in quantity. Many products, especially those with relatively low unit value, are sold
using multiple unit pricing. For example, instead of selling an item for 50 cents, a small com-
pany might offer five for $2.

opportunistic pricing—a
pricing method that involves
charging customers unreasonably

high prices when goods or
services are in short supply

discounts (markdowns)—
reductions from normal list

prices.

multiple unit pricing—a
technique offering customers
discounts if they purchase in
quantity.
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1&Endie
pricing methoda and
strategies for reti.

markup (or markon)—the
thflèrence bet-seen the eot af a

product or service and its selling
price.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES. Many manufacturers print suggested retail prices on their
products or include them on invoices or in wholesale catalogs. Small business owners fre-
quently follow these suggested retail prices because this eliminates the need to make a pricing
decision. Nonetheless, following prices established by a distant manufacturer may create prob-
lems for the small firm. For example, a haberdasher may try to create a high-quality, exclusive
image through a prestige pricing policy, but manufacturers may suggest discount outlet prices
that are incompatible with the small firm's image. Another danger of accepting the manufac-
turer's suggested price is that it does not take into consideration the small firm's cost structure
or competitive situation. A manufacturer cannot force a business to accept a suggested retail
price or require a business to agree not to resell merchandise below a stated price because such
practices violate the Sherman Antitrust Act and other legislation.

PRiCiNG STRATEGiEs AND METHODS FOR RETAILERS

As customers have become more price conscious, retailers have changed their pricing strategies
to emphasize value. This value/price relationship allows for a wide variety of highly creative
pricing and marketing practices. As discussed previousty, rk'livenng high levels of recognized
value in products and services is one key to retail customer loyalty.

Markup

The basic premise of a successful business operation is selling a good or service for more than it
costs. The difference between the Cost of a product or service and its selling price is called markup
mr markets). Markup can be expressnd in dollars or as a percentage of either Cost or aching p0cc:

Dollar markup = Retail price - Cost of merchandise

Percentage (of retail price) markup dollar 
markup

retail price

Percentage (of cost) markup 
= dollar markup

cost of unit

For example, if a man's shirt costs $ IS, and the manager plans to sell it for $25, markup
would be as follows:

Dollar markup = $25 –$15 = $10

Percentage (of retail price) markup = $10-	 = $40%
$25

Percentage (of cost) markup = $10- = 66.67%
$15

Notice that the cost of merchandise used in computing markup includes not only the wholesale
p1 ice of the merchandise but also any incidental costs (e.g., selling or transportation charges) that
the retailer incurs and a profit minus any discounts (quantity, cash) that the wholesaler offers.

Once a business owner has a financial plan, including sales estimates and anticipated expenses,
she can compute the firm's initial markup. The initial markup is the average markup required on
all merchandise to cover the cost of the items, all incidental expenses, and a reasonable profit:

Initial
dollar	

operating expenses + reductions + profits

markup	 net sales + reductions
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where operating expenses are the cost of doing business, such as rent, utilities, and deprecia-
tion; and reductions include employee and customer discounts, markdowns, special sales, and

the cost of stockouts.
For example, if a small retailer forecasts sales of $380,000, expenses of $140,000, and

$24,000 in reductions, and she expects a profit of $38,000, the initial markup percentage will be:

140,000 + 24,000 + 38.000
Initial markup percentage	 = 50%

380,000 + 24.000

This retailer, thus, knows that an average markup of 50 percent is required to cover costs and
generate an adequate profit.

Some businesses employ a standard markup on all of their merchandise. This technique,
which is usually used in retail stores carrying related products, applies a standard percentage
markup to all merchandise. Most stores find it much more practical to use a flexible markup,
which assigns various markup percentages to different types of products. Because of the wide
range of prices and types of merchandise they sell, department stores frequently rely on a flex-
ible markup. It would be impractical for them to use a standa'd markup on all items because
they have such a divergent cost and volume range. For instance, the markup percentage for
socks is not likely to be suitable as a markup for washing machines.

Once an owner determines the desired markup percentage, she can compote the appropriate
retail price. Knowing that the markup of a particular item represents 40 percent of the retail price

Cost = retail price - markup
=

= (i0% of retail pike

And assuming that the cost of the item is $18.00, the retailer can rearrange the percentage
(of retail price) markup formula:

Retail price =	
dollar Cost

percentage cost

Solving for retail price, the retailer computes a price of the following:

$18.00
Retail price =	 $30.00

0.64)

Thus, the owner establishes a retail price of $30.00 for the item using a 10 percent markup.
Finally, retailers must verify that the retail price they have calculated is consistent with their

planned initial markup percentage. Will it cover costs and generate the desired profit? Is it con-
gruent with the firm's overall price image? Is the final price in One with the company's strat-
egy.' l t within an acceptable price range'? How does it compare to the prices charged by coin-
peldow? And, perhaps most important, are the customers willing and able to pay this price?

Follow-the-Leader Pricing

Sonic small companies make no effort to be price leaders in their immediate geographic areas and
simply follow the prices that their competitors establish. Entrepreneurs wisely monitor their coot-
petilors pricing policies and individual prices by reviewing their advertisements or by hiring part-
rime or fuii-tic comparison shoppers. But then these retailers use this information to establish a
"inc too" pricing policy, which eradicates any opportunity to create a special price image for their
businesses. Although many retailers must match competitors' prices on identical items, maintain-
ing a follow-the-leader pricing policy may not be healthy for a small business because it robs the
company of the opportunity to create a distinctive image in its customers' eyes.
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F I C U RE 8.5 Coat-Pius Pricing

Components

dynamic pricing—'price is set
by the interaction of h.n.' cod

seller at the point of purchase.

74. Explain the
pricing methods and
strategies for
manuftcturert

Below-Market Pricing
Some small businesses choose to create a discount image in the market by offering goods at below-
market prices. By setting prices below those of their competitors, these firms hope to attract a suffi-
cient level of volume to offset the lower profit margins. Many retailers using a below-market pricing
strategy eliminate most of the extra services that their above-market-pricing competitors offer. For
Instance, these businesses trim operating costs by cutting out services like delivery, installation,
credit granting, and sales assistance, Below-market pricing strategies can be risky for small compa-
nies because they require them to constantly achieve high sales volume to remain competitive.

Adjustable or Dynamic Pricing
For most of the history of business, price was set through face-to-face bargaining. A merchant
knew his customers and their price sensitivity and bargaining skills. The result was that the
final price for identical merchan,€ljseor eervices could vary sigidfiewitiy. in the mass marketing
era of the latter half of the twentieth century when individual identity became blurred, the trend
became to have an established "fixed" price for the goods or service.

With the Internet, the marketplace is beginning to see the reemergence of adjustable or
dynamic pricing. Computer software is blending the disciplines of rncroecononujcs mathematics.
arid psychology into programs capable of analyzing a customer's price sensitivity based on that
potential customer's previous purchasing behaviors. The airline and hospitality industries have
been employing adjustable pricing for some time. For this reason, people on the same flight may
have paid different prices for their tickets. Software firms such as ProfitLogic, Optivo,
Endue.com,, Zillant, and KIIL Metrics all employ a blending of consumer data with sophisticated
mathematical models to help retailers set prices in ways they believe will maximize profits 61

PRICiNG CONCEPTS FOR MANUFACTURERS

For manufacturers, the pricing decision requires the support of accurate, timely accounting
records. The most commonly used pricing technique for manufacturers is Cost-plus pricing.
Using this method, the manufacturer establishes a price composed of direct materials, direct
labor, factory overhead, selling and administrative costs, plus the desired profit margin.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the cost-plus pricing components.

The main advantage of the cost-plus pricing method is its simplicity. Given the proper cost
accounting data, computing a product's final selling pnce is relativel y easy. Also, because he
adds a profit onto the top of the firm's costs, the manufacturer is guaranteed the desired profit
margin. This process, however, does not encourage the manufacturer to use his resources effi-
ciently. Even if the company fails to employ its resources in the most effective manner, it will
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still earn a reasonable profit, and thus, there is no motivation to conserve resources in the manu-
facturing process. Finally, because manufacturers' cost structures vary so greatly, cost-plus pric-
ing fails to consider the competition sufficiently. Despite its drawbacks, the cost-plus method of
establishing prices remains prominent in many industries such as construction and printing.

Direct Costing and Price Formulation
One requisite for a successful pricing policy in manufacturing is a reliable cost accounting system
that can generate timely reports to determine the costs of processing raw materials into finished
goods. The traditional method of product costing is called absorption costing, becbse all manu-
facturing and overhead costs are absorbed into the finished product's total cost. Absorption costing
includes direct materials, direct labor, plus a portion of fixed and variable factory overhead in each
unit manufactured. Full absorption financial statements are used in published annual reports and in

tax reports and are very useful in nerforminir financial anal ysis Hn*ve.n .r full-absorption state-
ments are of little help to the manufacturer when determining prices or the impact of price changes.

A more useful technique for managerial decision making is variable (or direct) costing, in
which the cost of the products manufactured includes only those costs that vary directly with
the quantity produced. In other words, variable costing encompasses direct materials, direct
labor, and factory overhead costs that vary with the level of the firm's output of finished goods.
Those factory overhead costs that are fixed (rent, depreciation, insurance) are not included in
the costs of finished items. Instead, they are considered to be expenses of the period.

The manufacturer's goal when establishing prices is to discover the cost combination of selling
price and sales volume that covers the variable costs of producing a product and contributes toward
covering fixed costs and earning a profit. The problem with using full-absorption costing for this is
that it clouds the true relationships among price. volw.e, and costs by including fixed expenses in

unit eusL Using a direct-costing basis yields a constant unit cost for the product no matter what vol-
ume of production. The result is a clearer picture of the price–volume--costs relationship.

The starting point for establishing product prices is the direct-cost income statement. As
Table 8.7 indicates, the direct-cost statement yields the same net income does the full-
absorption income statement. The only difference between the two statements is the format.
The full-absorption statement allocates costs such as advertising, rent, and utilities according to
the activity that caused them, but the direct-cost income statement separates expenses into fixed
and variable. Fixed expenses remain constant regardless of the production level, but variable
expenses fluctuate according to production volume.

When variable costs are subtracted from total revenues, the result is the manufacturer's con-
tribution margin—the amount remaining that contributes to covering fixed expenses and earn-
ing a profit. Expressing this contribution margin as a percentage of total revenue y ields the
firm's contribution percentage. Computing the contribution percentage is a critical step in
establishing prices through the direct-costing method. This manufacturer's contribution per-
centage is 36.5 percent ($288,000 –' 790.000).

Computing the Break-Even Selling Price

The manufacturer's contribution percentage tells what portion of total revenues remains after cov-
ering variable costs to contribute toward meeting fixed expenses and earning a profit. This manu-
facturers contribution percentage is 36.5 percent, which means that variable costs absorb 63.5 per-
cent of total revenues. In other words,  variable costs should be 63.5 percent (1.00– 0.365 0.635)
of the product's selling price. Suppose that this manufacturer's variable costs include the following:

Material	 S2.08lunit

Direct labor	 $4.12/unit

Variable factory overhead 	 $SiiMi.oi!
Total variable cost 	 $6.98/unit

absorption costing—the
traditional method of product

costing in which all
manufacturing and overhead
carts are absorbed into the
Product's total cost.

variable (direct) costing—
method of product costing that
includes in the product's cost only
those costs that vary directly with

the quantity produced.

The minimum price at which the manufacturer would sefl the item for is $b.98. Any price
below this would not cover variable costs. To compute the break-even selling price for this
product, use the following equation:

= profit (variable cost per Unit x quantity produced) + total fixed cost
quantity produced
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TABLE 8.7

Fat-Absorption Versai Direct.

Cost Income Statement
Full-Absorption Income Statement	 -

Sales Revenue	 $790,000
Cost of Goods Sold

Materials	 . .	 . ..

Direct tabor--490200

Factory  1ead	 -	 120.200	 560900
GrossPrea	 ...............:..	 --
Operating Esqionaee

General	 Admln3gtnjve	 •	 661100
Selling	 112.000
Other	 11,000

ota1 Operating Expenses

Net Income (before taxes)	 -

Drect-Cost Income Statement

Sales Revenue (100%)

Variable Costs

Materials	 250.500
Direct Labor	 ...	 190100
Variable Factory Overhead	 '-	 13.200
Variable Selling Expenses 	 -	 48,100

Totai Variable Costa (6334%)

Contribution margin (36.46%

Axed Costs

Fixed Factory Ovar$sesd	 107.000
Fixed Selling Expenses 	 -	 63.900
General sodAdininjatrasine 	 ........

Other Fisted Expenses 	 11.000
Total Fixed 5p	 (3 39%)

Net Income (before taxes) (5.06%)

189,100

S40.000

Ctta 1W

502.000

248,000

$40,000

To break even, the manufacturer assumes $0 profit. Suppose that his plans are to produce 50.000

units of the product and that fixed Costs will be $110,000. The break-even selling price is a.s follows:

Break-even selling price	
$O + ($6.98 x 50,000 units) +5110.000

50.000 units
- $459,000

— 501 000 units
= $9.18/unit

Thus, $2.20 ($9. IS/unit — $698/unit) 01 the $9.18 break-even price contributes to meeting
fixed production costs. But suppose the manufacturer wants in ssro a $50.000 profit. Thcn the
selling price is:

Selling price =
	 °'°°° + ($6.98/units x 50,000 Units) +_$110,000

50,000 Units
= $509,000

50, 000 units
= $10.18/unit

Now the manufacturer must decide whether customers will purchase 50.000 units at $10.18. If

not, he must decide either to produce a different, more profitablee product or to lower the selling
price. A 	 above $9.16 will generate some profit, although less than that desired. In the
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short run, the manufacturer could sell the product for less than $9.18 if Competitive factors so
dictated, but not below $6.98 because this would not cover the variable cost of production.

Because the manufacturer's capacity in the short run is fixed, pricing decisions should be aimed at
employing these resources most efficiently. The fixed costs of operating the plant cannot be avoided,
and the variable costs can be eliminated Only if the firm ceases offering the product. Therefore, the
selling price must be at least equal to the variable costs (per unit) of making the product. Any price
above this amount contributes to covering fixed costs and providing a reasonable profit.

Of course, over the tong run, the manufacturer cannot sell below total costs and continue to
survive. So, selling price must cover total product cost—both fixed and variable—and generate
a reasonable profit.

PRICING STRATEGIES AND METHODS FOR SERVICE FIRMS
A service tirm must establish a price based on the materials used to provide the service, the labor
employed, an allowance for overhead, and a profit. As in the manufacturing operation, a service
firm must have a reliable, accurate accounting system to keep a tally of the total costs of providing
the service. Most service firms base their prices on an hourly rate, usually the actual number of
hours requtred to perfo' ... the servsco. Some con1panie,, however, base their fees on a standard
number of hours, determined by the average number of hours needed to perform the service. For
most firms, labor and materials comprise the largest portion of the cost of the service. To establish
a reasonable, profitable price for service, a small business owner must know the cost of materials,
direct labor, and overhead for each unit of service. Using these basic cost data and a desired profit
margin, an owner of a small service firm can determine the appropriate price for the service.

Consider a sim ple example for pricing a common service—television re pair. Ned's TV.
Re pair Shop nse.s the 1 !rect-costing method to prepare an oeonte iuieflIeItt for exerc i sing ising ma-
agertal control (see Table 8.8). Ned estimates that he and his employees spent about 12.800
hours in the actual production of television service. So total cost per productive hour for Ned's
T.V. Repair Shop comes to the following:

S 172,1)000
= $13.44/hour

12.800 hours

Now Ned must add in an amount for his desired profit. He expects a net operating profit of
18 percent on sales. To compute the final price he uses this equation:

Price	 total cost per	 100

per hour = productive hour x (1.00–Net profit target as % of sales)
= 513.44x1.219

$16.38/hour

A price of $16.38 per hour will cover Ned's costs and generate the desired profit. The wise service
shop owner computes his cost per production hour at regular intervals throughout the year. Rapidly

Sates Revenue	 $199,000
Variable Expenses

Labor	 $52,000
Materials	 40,500

Variable FactoryOverhead 	 11,500

Toiai Variable Expenses 
Fiied Expenses

Rent	 $ 2.500
Salaries	 38500

Fixed Overhead	 27.000
Total Fixed Expenses 	 .
Net Income	 $27000

1-C. Explain tls
pricing methods and
mteglas for service

TABLE 8.8

Direcr . Cosc income Statement
NedsTV. Repair Shop
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rising labor costs and material prices dictate that the service firm's price per hour be computed even
more frequently. As in the case of the retailer and the manufadturer. Ned must evaluate the pricing
policies of competitors and decide whether his price is consistent with his firm's image.

Of course; the price of $16.38 per hour assumes that each job requires the same amount of
materials. If this is not a valid assumption. Ned must recalculate the price per hour without
including the cost of materials:

Cost per productive hour = $172,000 —40j00
I 280O hours

= $ 10.27/hour

Adding in the desired 18 percent net operating profit on sales:

inn
Price per hour = $1 027/hour x

(100 —0.18)
= $10.27/hour x 1.219

= $12.52/hour

Under these conditions Ned would charge $1 2.52 per hour plus the actual cost of materials
used and any markup on the cost of material. A repair job that takes four hours to complete
would have the following price:

Cost of service (4 hours x $12.52Thour)	 $50.08

Cost of materials	 $21.00

Markup on makr.al (10%) 	 S2.i0
Total price	 $73.18

THE IMPACT OF CREDIT ON PRICING

Consumers crave convenience when the y shop, and one of the most common conveniences they
demand is the ability to purchase goods and services on credit. Small businesses that fail to
offer customers credit lose sales to competitors that do. Yet, companies that do sell on credit
incur additional expenses for offe ri ng this convenience. Small companies have thiee options for
sellin g to customers on credit: credit cards, installrnnt credit, and trade credit.

Credit Cards

Credit cards have become a popular method of payment among customers. Approximately 70 per-
cent of the adult U.S. population uses credit cards to make purchases, and the typical U.S. house-
hold has 10 credit cards. 62 The number of credit cards in circulation in the United States exceeds I
billion, an average of about tour cards per person! The average customer uses a credit card 5.5
times per month to charge an average of $547." Customers use credit cards topsy for $28 out of
every $100 spent on consumable goods and servicesP Oi study found that accepting credit cards
increases the probability, speed, and rnagnituie of customer spending. !it surveys show
that customers rate businesses offering credit options higher on key performance measures such as
reputation, reliability, and service. 65 In short, accepting credit cards broadens a small company's
customer base and closes sales it would normally lose if customers had to pay in cash.

The convenience of credit cards is not free to business owners, however. Companies must
pay to use the system, typically 1 to 6 percent of the total credit card charges, which they must
factor into the prices of their products or services. They also pay a transaction fee of 5 to 25
cents per charge. Given customer expectations, small businesses cannot drop major cards, even
when the big card companies raise the fees that merchants must pay. Fees operate on a multi-
step process. On a $100 Visa or MasterCard purchase, a processing bank buys the credit card
slip from the retailer for $97.44. Then that bank sells the slip to the bank that issued the card for
about $98.80. The remaining $1.20 discount is called the interchange fee, which is what the
processing bank passes along to the issuing bank. Before it can accept credit cards, a business
mut obtain meiciuJJt status from either a bank or an independent sales organization (ISO).
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em) Pinella, a recent business graduate of a small private
ollege, started her Career Working for a large multinational

computer software maker as a sales representative. After two
years in sales, Kerry applied for a position on a development

ths was working on ecfts-arc apphcaticia, 1,.,. die
World Wide Web. Kerry thrived on the team atmosphere and
learned the technical aspects of the new assignment very
quickly. Not only did her team bring their project in on bud-
get, but it also completed it slightly ahead of schedule, Team

thers give much of the eetht for the pmjecc's success to
Kerry's unoftielairok as team leader. Her work ethic and
relentless pursuit of . ialaty inspired other team members.

After Kerry's team completed their project, however.
Kerry had a hard time recapturing the thrill and excitement
of developing the World Wide Web software. Subsequent
projects simply could not measure up to the "magic" of that
fts" assignment. After talldrg with s c scoil of the members
of that software team, Kerry discovered that they felt the
same way. Before long, Kerry and two of her former team
members left the company to launch their own computer
consulting company, Web Consultants. Having worked on
thi forfront of the Web?seonimercializatioii, Kerry and
her painters saw the posrntiatit had for revolutionizing
business. Their company would specialize in developing,
designing, and maintaining Web sites for clients. In their
first year of business, Web Consultants accepted jobs from
virtually anybody who wanted a Wet site. Although they
experienced some "growing pains," Web Consultants
quickly earned a reputation for producing quality work on
time and was more selective in the jobs it bid on.

Halfway into their second year of operation, the partners
planned a weekend retreat at a nearby resort so they could

i get away, review their progress, and plan for the future. As
they reviewed their latest financial statements, one of the
questions that kept popping up dealt with pricing. Were
Web Consultants' pricing policies appropriate? Its sales
were growing twice as fast as the industry- average, and the
company's bid-winning ratio was well above that of practi-
cally all of its competitors. For the current year, sales were
up. but Web Consultants' net profits were virtually the same

hey had n in their first
Pulling the records from a computer database for each

job they had completed since founding the company, the
partners and their employees had spent 22,450 hours devel-
oping projects for their clients at a total cost of $951,207.
"We wsae shooting for a net profit of 25 percent on sales,"
Kerry reminded her painters, "but we so far, out not profit
margin is just 7.7 percent, only one-third of our target."

"Maybe we could increase our profits if we increased
our sales," offered one partner.

The partners began to wonder if their price of $45 per
hour was appropriate. Admittedly, they had been so busy
completing projects for clients that they had not kept up
with what their competitors were charging. Not had they
been as diligent in analyzing their financial statements as
they should have been.

As Kerry closed the cover on her laptop computer, she
looked at her partners and asked. "What should Web
Consultants' hourly price be?"

1. Help Kerry answer the question she has nosed.

2. What factors should Kerry and her partners consider
when determining Web Consultants' final price?

3. Is the company's current price too low? If so, what sig-
nals could have alerted Kerry and her partners?

OU Be the
onsultant.

Services

More small businesses also are equipping their stores to handle debit card transactions,
which act as electronic checks, automatically deducting the purchase amount from a customer's
checking account. The equipment is easy to install and to set up, and the cost to the company is
negligible. The payoff can be big, however, in the form of increased sales. How can you pos-
sibly lose when you're offering customers another avenue for purchasing merchandise?" says
Mark Knutt, who recently installed a debit card terminal in his guitar shop,

Installment Credit

Small companies that sell big-ticket consumer durables—such as major appliances, cars, and
boats—frequently rely on installment credit. Because very few customers can purchase such
items in a single lump-sum payment, small businesses finance ilicrit its-er an extended time. ftc
time horizon may range from just a few months up to 30 or more years. Most companies
require customers to make an initial down payment for the merchandise and then finance the
balance for the life of the loan. The customer repays the loan principal plus rntere,t on the loan.
One advantage of installment loans for a small business is that the owner retains ,'isecurity
interest as collateral on the loan. If a customer defaults on the loan, the o,, net stilt holds the title
to the merchandise. Because installment credit absorbs a small company's cash, many rely on
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financial institutions such as banks and credit unions to provide installment credit. When a firm
has the financial strength to "carry its own paper," the interest income from the installment loan
contract often yields more than the initial profit on the sale of the product. For some businesses,
such as furniture stores, this has traditionally been a major source of income.

Trade Credit

Companies that sell small-ticket items frequently offer their customers trade credit—that is,
they create customer charge accounts. The typical small business bills its credit customers each
month. To speed collections, some offer cash discounts if customers pay their balances early;
others impose penalties on late payers. Before deciding to use trade credit as a competitive
weapon, the small business owner must make sure that the firm's cash position is strong enough
to support the additional pressure.

I. Describe the basis of a marketing
communications plan.
• What is to be achieved with the message?

• Knowledge of the firm's targeted market to ensure that the
message is properly focused.

• Build the message on the firm's unique selling proposition

2. Describe the advantages and
disadvantages of the various
advertising media.
• Advertising.

• Publicity and public relations.

• Hybrid forms of promotion and advertising.

• Personal selling

3. Describe the advantages and
disadvantages of the various
advertising media.
• The medium used to transmit an advertising message influ-

ences the consumers perception—and reception—of it.

• Media options include newspapers, radio, television, maga-
zines, direct mail, the World Wide Web. outdoor advertising,
transit advertising, directories, trade shows, special events
and promotions, and point-of-purchase ads.

4. Discuss four basic methods for
preparing an advertising budget.
• Establishing an advertising budget presents'a real challenge

to the sinail business owner.

• Here are foci basic methods what is affordable; matching
competitors: percentage of sales; objectmc'e and task.

S. Explain prtica! methods for
stretching the small business owner's
advertising budget.
• Despite their limited advertising budgets, small businesses

do not have to take a second-class approach to advertising.
Three techniques that can stretch a small compan y 's adver-
tismog dollars arc cooperative advertising, shared advertis-
ing, and publicity.

6. Describe effective pricing techniques
for introducing new goods or services
and for existing ones.
• Pricing a new product is often difficult for the small business

manager, but it should accomplish three objectives: getting the
product accepted: maintaining market share as the competition
grows: and earning a profit. Generally, there are three major
pricing strategies used to introduce new products into the mar-
ket penetration, skimming, and sliding down the demand curve.

• Pricing techniques for existing products and services
include odd pricing, price lining, leader pricing, geographi-
cal pricing, oppo1unistic pricing, discounts, and suggested
retail pricing.

7. Explain the pricing methods and
strategies for retailers, manufacturers,
and service firms.
• Pricing for the retailer means pricing to move merchandise.

Markup is the difference between t
h

e COSt of a product or
service and its selling price. Most retailers compuW zbc4
markup as a percentage of retail pricc. but a yme retailers put
a standard markup on all their merchandise; more fre-
quently. they tie aeu4e marknp.
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• A manufacturer's pricing decision depends on the support of
accurate cost accounting records. The most common tech-
nique is cost-plus pricing, in which the manufacturer
charges a price that covers the cost of producing a product
plus a reasonable profit. Every manufacturer shouldcalcu-
late a product's break-even price, the price that produces
neither a profit nor a loss.

• Service firms often suffer from the effects of vague.
unfounded pricing procedures and frequently charge the
going rate without any idea of their Costs. A service firm
must set a price based on the-cost of materials used, labor
involved, overhead, and a profit. The proper price reflects
the total cost of providing a unit of service.

I. What are the four elements of promotion? How do they
support one another?

2. Briefly outline the steps in creating an advertising plan.
What principles should the small business owner follow
when creating an effective advertisement?

3. What factors should a small business manager consider
when selecting advertising media?

4. Create a table to summarize the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the following advertising media

Newspapers	 Direct mail

Radio	 Outdoor advertising

Television	 Transit advertising

Magazines	 Directories

Specialty advertising	 Trade shows

Wi,rld Wide Web	 Sponsorships and promotions

5. What are fixed spots, preemptible spots, and floating spots
in radio advertising?

6. Describe the characteristics of an effective outdoor adver-
tisement.

7. Describe the common methods of establishing an advertis-
ing budget. Which method is most often used? Which tech-
nique is itiost often recommended? Why?

8. Describe the impact of credit
on pricing.
• Offering consumer credit enhances a small company's repu-

tation and increases the probability, speed, and magnitude of
customers' purchases. Small firms offerthree types of con-
sumer credit: credit cards, installment credit, and trade
credit (charge accounts).

8. How does pricing afkci a sinaifirm's image?

9. What competitive factors must the small firm consider
when establishing prices?

10. Describe the strategies a small business could use in set-
ting the price of a new product. What objectives should the
strategy seek to achieve?

L Define the follusvmg pricing :ectriuiques: odd pricing, price
lining, leader pricing, geographical pricing, and discounts.

12. Why dc many small businesses use the manufacturer's
suggested retail price? What are the disadvantages of this
technique?

13. What is a markup? How is it used to determine individual
price?

14. What is a standard markup? A flexible markup?

15. What is cost-Plus pricing? Why do so many iiianui'acturers
use it? What are the disadvantages of using it'?

16. Explain the difference between full-absorption costing and
direct costing. How does absorption costing help a manu-
facturer determine a reasonable price?

17. Explain the technique for a small service firm setting an
hourly price.

18. What benefits does a small business get by offering cus-
towers credit? What costs does it incur?

THE BUSINESS DISC

Launch The Business 'Disc and return to the section where
Harry describes the basics of pricing. If you have passed that
point in the program, you can easily return to it. Front the
"Go Ti)" menu, select "Events from PART I - B," and click
on "Harry on Pricing." If you haven't reached that point,
continue from where you left off, Note: If you skip ahead
you will not be able to set your price. Explain Harry's

"formula" for setting thc price for a P roduct or service. What
is a company's break-even point? Explain the factors that
influence the price your company can charge for its products
or services. If you have not done so already, complete the
"Set Your Price Form" on The Business Disc. Now that you
have read Chapter 8, dc you want in change the prices you
established? Explain.
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chapter you will likely	 reader additional details regarding the advertising, promo-e.s	

Upon completion of this	 the marketing sections in your business plan to provide the

need to modify some of	 titin and pricing of your products or services.

Contact a small retailer, manufacturer, and a service firm and interview each one about
his or her advertiting prgrm.

a. Are there specific advertising 'objectives?

b. What media does the owner employ? Why?

c. How does the manager evaluate an ads effectiveness?

d. What assistance does the manager receive in designing ads?

2. Contact several small business owners and determine how they establish their adver-
tising budgets. Why do they use the method they do?

3. Collect two or three advertisements for local small businesses and evaluate them ou a
scale of I (low) to 10 (high) using the following criteiia attention-getting, distinctive.
interesting, brevity, personal appeal, credibility, USP focused, convincing, motivating,
and effectiveness. How would you change the ads to make them more effective?

4. Browse through a magazine and find two ads that use sex to sell a good or service—
one that you consider effective and one that you consider offensive. Compare your ads
and reasoning with those of your classmates. What implications does your discussion
have for advertisers?

5. Interview a successful small retailer and ask the following questions: Does the retailer
seek a specific image through its prices? What type of outlet would you consider the
retailer to be? What role do its competitors play in the business owner's pricing? Does
the owner use specific pricing techniques such as odd pricing, price lining, leader pric-
ing or geographical pricing? How are discounts calculated? What markup percentage
does the firm use? How are prices derived? What are the firm's cost structures?.

6. Select an industry that has several competing small firms in your area. Contact these
firms and compare their approaches to determining prices. Do prices on identical or
similar items differ? Why?

7. Use the Web to research the use of cookies in online advertising. What benefits do
cookies offer Web users? Web advertisers? What ethical concerns do you have con-
cerning cookies? Explain. Should marketers be able to use cookies?

vT
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